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Projects
K2 Expansion

The Marco
Marco
Polo
Polo platform

Technip has been awarded a contract on the Anadarkooperated K2 field expansion project in the Gulf of Mexico.
This will see two additional wells being tied back to the
existing subsea equipment and routed to the Marco Polo
platform using production flowlines. These new wells are
located in Green Canyon blocks 562 and 606 at a water
depth of approximately 1200m (4000ft).
The contract covers project management and engineering,
the fabrication and installation of two rigid flowlines, the
design, fabrication and installation of four pipe line end
terminations (PLETs), the installation of two free-issue static
umbilicals, tie-ins, pre-commissioning and a survey.
Technip’s operating centre in Houston will execute this
contract. The flowlines will be welded at the Technip’s
spoolbase in Mobile, Alabama. Offshore installation is
scheduled for the third quarter of 2009 using the deepwater
pipelay vessel Deep Blue.

Kazakhstan contract
Saipem has been awarded a new offshore contract in
Kazakhstan as part of the experimental programme on the
Kashagan field development, located in the northern part of
the Caspian Sea. This contract is for the production of crude
oil and associated gases using an artificial offshore facilities
system, denominated Block D and Block A.
Saipem, in partnership with Aker Solutions, has been
awarded a contract by Agip KCO for the offshore facilities,
hook-up and commissioning, as well as for the inshore
completion and pre-fabrication which is to be executed in
the Kuryk yard in Kazakhstan.
The marine activities will be carried out using five barges
converted into temporary living quarters and offices, as well
as temporary barges, which Saipem has refurbished and
prepared according to the preliminary contract signed with
Agip KCO in 2007. The activities will be completed by 2012.
The very shallow water, the severe weather and the
stringent environmental restrictions alongside the lack of
infrastructure for the offshore industry make the project
particularly complex and challenging.
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Tyrihans Onstream
StatoilHydro has brought its Tyrihans development onstream as a
subsea field tied back to existing infrastructure on the Kristin and
Åsgard fields in the Haltenbank area of the Norwegian
Sea.
The field comprises Tyrihans South – an oil field
with a gas cap, and Tyrihans North – a gas and
condensate discovery with a thin oil zone. The
recoverable volumes in the reservoirs are
186 million barrels of oil and condensate, and
41.5 million m3 of gas. The field is being
developed with five subsea templates – four
for production/gas injection and one for water
injection.
“Tyrihans is of strategic importance to
StatoilHydro’s development of operations in the
Norwegian Sea,” said Ivar Aasheim, senior vice
president for the operations north cluster.
The Tyrihans wellstream is sent through a
43km pipeline to Kristin for processing. The
gas is then sent ashore through the Åsgard
transport line, while the oil and condensate
are piped to the Åsgard C storage ship
for onward transport by tanker. Kristin and
Tyrihans share the same operations Tyrihans subsea
raw seawater injection
organisation.
(SRSWI) pump

Daniel Boone

Oselvar and Trym
Aker Solutions has been awarded an
NOK 350 million contract by DONG
Norge to deliver a complete subsea
production system to the Oselvar field
in the North Sea. The scope of work
includes engineering, procurement
and construction (EPC) of a fourslot template with manifold, three
subsea trees, control systems, subsea
wellheads and 28km of steel tube
umbilicals.
Oselvar is located in the south
west area of the North Sea, at
approximately 70m water depth. The
subsea production system will be tied
back to the BP-operated Ula platform,
located 23km away. The field will come
onstream in 2011.
A similar EPC contract, for the Trym
field, was also signed between Aker
Solutions and DONG.

Technip has been awarded a
contract by W&T Offshore for
its Gulf of Mexico Daniel Boone
field development in Green
Canyon Block 646, at a water
depth of 1349m (4230ft).

Subsea Projects

.....
The contract covers the engineering and installation of a 23
mile production rigid flowline
and flexible riser, fabrication
and installation of an in-line
structure and PLET, umbilical
jumpers and flying leads.

Valhall
Subsea 7 has been awarded
a contract from BP Norway,
for engineering, procurement,
installation and commissioning
(EPIC) of the Valhall flank gas lift
pipelines and wellhead platform
riser caisson project in the Norwegian sector of the North Sea.
The contract has an approximate
value of US$40 million.

Layout of Tyrihans

Later in the field life, StatoilHydro
will introduce subsea raw seawater
injection (SRSWI) pump technology,
which is expected to increase Tyrihans
oil production by 10%.
The pumps are based on Aker
Solutions’ LiquidBooster technology.
They will be installed in 270m water
depth, approximately 31km from
Kristin. Both the tested pump duty
of 2.7MW and the 31km step-out
represent new world records for
subsea pumps.

2009 date
22-25 September
Aberdeen Exhibition and Conference Centre

The contract with Aker Solutions
totals three subsea pump modules
including one spare, a complete power
system, structure and manifold and a
comprehensive condition monitoring
system. The pumps will suck in
14 000m3 of untreated seawater a
day before injecting between the oil
reservoirs Tyrihans North and South.
It is expected that the pumps alone
will help increase production by
19 million barrels of oil during the
field’s lifetime.
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Angostura
Technip has been awarded a contract
by BHP Billiton for the fabrication,
transportation and installation of
a flowline and the transportation
and installation of an umbilical for
the Angostura gas project, located
offshore Trinidad and Tobago, in
approximately 30m (100ft) of water.

Thunder Hawk

Murphy Oil has brought its Thunder Hawk
field onstream in the US Gulf of Mexico.
The field production unit has a production
capacity of 45 000b/d oil and
70 million ft3/day of natural gas
(0.7 BCM per year).
Thunder Hawk was discovered in 2004
and sanctioned in 2006. The field is
located in Mississippi
Canyon block 734.

Technip’s operating centre in
Houston will execute this contract.
The flowline will be welded at the
group’s spoolbase located in Evanton,
Scotland. Offshore installation is
scheduled for 2010, using the Apache
(see page 18) and one of Technip’s
diving support vessels.

The semi-submersible
platform will receive production
from three subsea wells in water
depths of more than 1700m.
Thunder Hawk

Greater Recovery on Vega

The Apache pipelay vessel

Kitan
FMC Technologies has received an
award from Eni for the manufacture
and supply of subsea equipment for
its Kitan field development.
Located in approximately 310m
(1000ft) of water in the Timor Sea,
Kitan lies approximately 100 miles
(170 km) off the East Timor coast
and 300 miles (500 km) off the
Australian coast.
FMC’s scope of supply includes
three subsea production trees and
all associated control systems
and umbilicals. This engineering,
procurement and construction
(EPC) project will be managed
by FMC’s asia pacific deepwater
subsea organisation.
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A few simple modifications to wells already planned, will allow StatoilHydro
to recover seven million barrels of oil
and a billion standard cubic metres of
associated gas from Vega South.
Located in the northern North Sea,
this structure forms part of a project
which also embraces the Vega North
and Vega Central discoveries. Plans
have called for these finds to be developed as a gas and condensate (light
oil) field, but StatoilHydro will now also
produce a thin layer of light crude from
the southern discovery.
“This only calls for simple solutions
and limited investment, while giving us
a big gain,” explained project manager
Finn Langgård. Wells on Vega will be
tied back to the Gjøa platform, which
is due on stream next year.
Extra meters must be installed on
the wellheads to permit recovery of
the light crude. The total price tag for
the project is about NOK 350 million. Since the light crude is not very
different from the relatively fluid-rich

gas/condensate, it has been possible
to come up with a solution which uses
the same wells.
“The two Vega South wells will be
designed to handle the extra crude
when they’re drilled this autumn,” explained Tom Hasse Pedersen, venture
manager for the Vega/Vega South oil
projects.
“They’re due to be completed next
spring and summer, when conditions
will be calmer. We expect to make big
savings by doing this because waiting
on weather for the rig will be reduced.”
An application will be made to the
authorities for exemption from the requirement to submit a revised plan for
development and operation (PDO).
Plans call for Vega to come on stream
through the Gjøa tie-in during the first
quarter of next year at an estimated
total cost of NOK 7 billion. Recoverable
reserves in the field (excluding the oil
zone) are put at 18 billion m3 of gas
and 26 million barrels of condensate.
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White Rose

Dorado and King South

18th Deepwater Find

Technip, supported by Jumbo
Offshore, has completed the
installation of four subsea
structures, including two module
support frames, each weighing
approximately 150t. The project was
executed at the White Rose oilfield,
offshore Newfoundland.

BP has begun production from its
Dorado and King South projects in
the Gulf of Mexico. Both projects
are subsea tiebacks to the existing
BP Marlin tension leg platform (TLP)
infrastructure.

Sonangol and BP have made the
Oberon oil discovery in ultradeepwater Block 31, offshore
Angola.

The foundations were lowered to the
Grand Banks sea floor at a depth of
approximately 120m to support the
subsea manifolds and flowlines that
form part of a multiple well tie-back.
The offshore works were designed
as a coordinated programme of
tasks centred on the crane capacity
of the HLV Jumbo Javelin using its
two 900t mast cranes.
The precise operation was monitored by the attendant Deep Pioneer,
which relayed real time subsea
positioning and video data to the
team on the Javelin. This operation
required both vessels to work in
close proximity of each other and
rely on their GPS controlled DP2systems. The remaining structures
were similarly deployed, several only
requiring deployment to temporary
wet storage positions.
Offshore
installation

Dorado comprises three new subsea
wells located about two miles from
the TLP and are operated by BP. King
South comprises a single subsea
well located about 18 miles from the
Marlin TLP.
Both projects leverage existing
subsea and topsides infrastructure
and the latest subsea and drilling
technology to enable the efficient
development of the Dorado and King
South fields.

This is the eighteenth discovery
made by BP in Block 31. It is
located in the southern portion of
Block 31 about 335km northwest
of Luanda and 4.3km to the northeast of the Dione discovery.
Oberon-1 was drilled in a water
depth of 1624m and the well
reached a total depth of 3622m
below sea level. The well test
results confirmed the capacity of
the reservoir to flow in excess of
5000 barrels/day under production conditions.

Caesar Tonga
Technip has been awarded two lump
sum contracts by Anadarko for the
Caesar/Tonga oil field development
in the Gulf of Mexico. This field is
located 190 miles (300km) from New
Orleans (in Green Canyon blocks 683,
726, 727 and 770) in water depths of
around 1500m (5100ft). It will be tied
back to the Constitution spar platform.
The first contract covers the design
and supply of the components and
installation services for four pipe-inpipe flowlines representing a total
of 27 miles (43km). Pipe-in-pipe
technology, provides insulation and
flow assurance for effective production
in deep and ultra-deep waters.

The contract also includes the design,
fabrication and installation of eight
pipeline end terminations (PLETs).
Offshore installation will be carried out
by Technip’s deepwater pipelay vessel
Deep Blue.
The second contract covers the
project management, engineering and
fabrication of two control umbilicals
and their termination hardware.
This contract, which is scheduled
to be completed in the third quarter
of 2010, will be executed by Duco,
Technip’s wholly-owned subsidiary in
Houston, Texas. The umbilicals will be
manufactured at the Group’s plant in
Channelview, Texas.

The Deep Blue pipelay vessel
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FMC, GERM PLEM for BP

FMC has won a major contract
from BP to supply a deepwater
manifold and pipeline end
terminals, for part of what will
become an sophisticated gas
gathering system in West Africa.
The project could establish Angola
as an important LNG hub.

or flared, however, a more costeffective way of gas utilisation is to
pipe it onshore.
Plans have been laid for 125 million
ft3/day to go to the Angolan market
with a majority being liquefied and
transported in LNG carriers to the
Atlantic basin gas markets.

There are four main groups active
in Angola’s deepwater offshore
sector. In Block 31, BP is currently
working on a project which will see
the development of the Plutão,
Saturno, Vênus and Marte (PSVM)
fields.

An LNG plant currently being built at
Soyo will be based on a single train
with a throughput of
5.2 million tonnes. It is planned
to be onstream by 2012. This will
require the supply of approximately
1000 million ft3/day of gas. Plans
have, therefore, been set out for
three strategic pipelines in a phased
installation and commissioning
programme. This will be the base
of a high-pressure gas-gathering
network eventually involving 635km
of pipelines.

The development consists of a
floating production, storage and
offloading (FPSO) vessel designed
to produce 157 000b/d and a
minimum storage capacity of
1.6 million barrels. First oil planned
for 2011.
In block 18, BP operates the
Greater Plutonio field, discovered
in 1999 and in production since
2007. Other deepwater producing
fields are located in block 15,
operated by Exxon and Block 17,
operated by Total.

This initial phase involves laying a
74km-long, 12in spur gas export
line (GEL) between Greater
Plutonio to the ‘PLEM 3A’ which
links into a main line between
Total’s Girassol field and the LNG

At present, gas associated with
these huge oil reserves is injected

Block 31

PLEM3a
Block 32/3

“The GERM manifold is equipped with a
choke system to control the flow of gas
as well as a number of points to inject
methanol if required.
“A notable feature of the pipeline
system is the high gas pressure it
must accommodate. The manifold
will therefore incorporate a safety
instrumented system, which will detect
any high-pressure surges and use
gate valves to protect the pipeline
downstream, which has a lower rate and

GERM
manifold

SOYO
LNG
Block 17/18
Phase 2
Total

Block 17
Phase 1
Total

Gas Gathering
System Overview
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“We have experience in building
deepwater gas export manifolds for this
area,” said project manager
Hanne Bakkerud. The most recent was
on Rosa for Total.

Block 14
Chevron

Block 15
Gas Gathering
and Export
ExxonMobil
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plant. This pipeline will then be able to
contribute 305 million ft3/day of gas to
the Soyo LNG plant. Fundamental to
this operation, however, is a gas export
regulating manifold (GERM) and the two
pipeline end manifolds (PLEM) that will
sit either end of the pipeline.

Block 18
Spur Line
BP

Closed
caisson
foundation
supporting
the GERM
and PLEM

Frade Onstream
operating pressure. The pressure
at the FPSO is 370 bar and the
pipeline is rated to 340 bar. We have
experience in delivering such systems
for Statoil and others.”
The PLEMs will be instrumental
in commissioning the pipline and
carrying out pigging operations.
One manifold will be located near
the GERM and connected by
jumper cables in 1325m of water,
while its counterpart at the other
end of the 74km line lies in only
171m of water. The two are similar
except the shallower water manifold
incorporates a trawl protective
structure.
Each of the three manifolds will
sit on support structure secured
to the seabed by a closed caisson
foundation (CCF). This will be
installed in the same way as a suction
anchor. All the manifolds will be built
in Angola, with bases in Europe
supplying specialist components.

PLEM

Chevron has commenced crude
oil production from its Frade field,
the company’s first operated
deepwater development in Brazil.
The estimated $3 billion project,
with continuing development
drilling, is expected to achieve peak
production of 90 000 barrels of
crude oil and natural gas liquids per
day in 2011.
The field is situated in the Campos
Basin in approximately 3700ft
(1128m) of water, approximately
230 miles (370 km) northeast of
Rio de Janeiro.
It consists of horizontal production
wells along with vertical water
injection wells to maintain reservoir
pressure. The wells will be
individually tied back to a floating
production storage and offloading
(FPSO) vessel. Crude oil export will
be by tanker, while natural gas will
be transported through the local
natural gas pipeline infrastructure.
Chevron has a 51.74 % operating
interest in Frade, which contains an
estimated 200 million to 300 million
barrels of recoverable oil.

modules, 49 steel flying leads,
71 electrical flying leads and
30 umbilical termination assemblies
(UTA)s.

Subsea Projects

.....
Chevron also selected Kongsberg
Process Simulation (KPS) to provide
subsea operator training. It used
its proprietary dynamic tools (DSPICE) along with OLGA multiphase
modelling, to provide an online
look-ahead and subsea dynamic
simulation models to be used for
training, planning and operation
as well as for subsea production
optimisation.

The Frade subsea development

FMC delivered 19 subsea trees to
the project. These were all rated at
5000psi. The scope of the project
also included 22 wellhead systems
28 pipeline end manifolds (PLEMs)
and sleds, 20 subsea control

Princess
Shell has awarded Technip a
contract for installing a gas-lift
flowline to its Princess oil field in
Mississippi Canyon blocks 765 and
766 of the Gulf of Mexico.

Protected
closed
caisson
foundation

Princess’ three producing subsea
wells will tie back to the Ursa
tension leg platform on Mississippi
Canyon block 809. Production from
the subsea wells originally started
in December 2003. Water depths
are 3650ft at Princess and 3800ft
at Ursa.
Shell began water injection for

pressure maintenance of the two
reservoirs in July 2008. The main
reservoirs of the two fields are in
pressure communication.
The contract with Technip
includes project management
and engineering, non-destructive
weld examination and fatigue
qualifications. It also included
the fabrication of a 4.5in flowline
and a steel catenary riser (SCR),
installation of the flowline, SCR,
and pipeline end termination
(PLET) and pre and post lay
surveys.
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Bolt Tensioning

New Tree

Tentec has launched its Optimus
6 series of subsea bolt tensioning
and flange pulling tools. The family
comprises bolt tensioning tools, a
flange pulling system (FPS), subsea
hose reels and pumps, as well as the
unique Optimus bolt load software.

Argus Subsea has designed
the new purpose-built AZ-10
subsea system for marginal field
developments and fast-tracked
projects, where time is critical
and quicker deployment can lead
to increased profitability for the
operators.

To minimise maintenance and prevent
early corrosion, the bolt tensioning
tools and FPS, as well as the hose
reels, are all manufactured in high
grade anticorrosive stainless steel.
For divers, the Optimus 6 is equipped
with quick acting split reaction nuts
which have been developed for ease
of use and reducing diver fatigue
while also increasing productivity. Its
ergonomic design incorporates lifting
straps for easy handling and non-slip
tool surface. It is claimed to have the
highest pulling force of any system on
the market. The FPS cylinders can
each pull with a force up to 259kN
and up to four cylinders can be used
together to achieve a total pulling force
of 1036kN. The system also features
automatic collet release that means
there is no need for diver intervention
between each pulling stroke.
Two hose reels are available in the
series. A compact model, measuring
only 885mm by 933mm and a standard
reel at 535mm by 1321mm. Both
reels have capacity for 600m of bolt
tensioning flexible hose or 300m of
twin hose.
Finally, Tentec
has developed a
bolted joint software
package, providing
all necessary
documentation for
topside and subsea
bolt tensioning
projects. The software
can rapidly produce
both individual flange
data sheets and
project summary
documents.
Optimus 6 series of
subsea bolt tensioning
and flange pulling tools
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“In today’s highly volatile energy
market, getting an oilfield onstream
quickly can mean the difference
between profitability or bankruptcy,”
said Carl Aubrey, general manager
of Argus Subsea. “The Argus AZ-10
has the ability to reduce the drilling
and completion costs for a subsea
completion by more than 40% and
can reduce the first oil schedule by
up to 15 months.”

for a typical vertical tree or 37 for
a horizontal tree.
The mono-bore vertical tree
weighs less than 50 000lbs and it
can be handled by cranes without
disassembly. These factors
provide for smaller crews and
fewer third-party services.
The system features a patented
universal tubing hanger and
running tool system that is factory
assembled, easily transported
and ready for quick and easy
wellhead and tree interface. The
system is flexible and compatible
with wellhead equipment
from any of the major service
providers, regardless of profile
and any BOP stack.

The AZ-10 is an off-the-shelf
design, featuring the world’s only
totally concentric tree and hanger
system. It can be manufactured and
installed in a fraction of the time
required for conventional horizontal
and vertical subsea trees.

“There has been a strong demand
in the production market for a
highly reliable subsea tree that will
significantly reduce the costs and
time required to reach first oil in
marginal fields,” Aubrey said.

The system affords easier
installation for operators, taking less
manpower and leading to a safer,
more cost-effective production than
with conventional horizontal or
vertical trees. It requires only five
tools to install, as compared with 24

All of the AZ-10 components
and assemblies have been
designed and validated using API
specifications 6A and 17D under
the API Q-1/ISO 29001 quality
system standard
requirements.
The Argus
AZ-10 tree

At home in the ocean

Easytrak - Subsea Tracking
Sub-bottom Proﬁling
Acoustic Positioning
Acoustic Release and Telemetry

+44 (0)1493 440355

:

general@appliedacoustics.com

:

www.appliedacoustics.com
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Deepwater CPT
Schilling Robotics and Gregg Drilling
and Testing have developed a new
cone penetration testing (CPT) system
for deep-water seabed soil testing.
Schilling supplied the control system
and hydraulics.
This control system consists of
electrical and communications
components, subsea hydraulics, topside
hardware, console components and
advanced component monitoring and
diagnostic software.
Gregg’s CPT is based on a cylindrical
penetrometer with a cone tip
penetrating the seabed at a constant
rate. The resulting measurement
analysis reveals detailed soil conditions,
including soil type, stratigraphy and
shear strength parameters.

“The development of a flexible control
system that can be scaled to meet
Gregg’s needs provide a key
additional capability to their
CPT system,” said Mike Owens,
programme manager for Schilling
Robotics.
“The inherent modularity of Schilling’s
control system is an important
benefit to customers in that it can be
configured to meet various component
system needs and constraints,
providing one sub-system that is
scalable to any size project,”
Left: Gregg’s CPT system

Water Level Recorder

Marine Riser Connection

For many years, the Aanderaa (AADI) WLR-7 water
level recorder (WLR), and its deep water counterpart,
the WLR-8, were standard tools for oceanographic and
hydrographic surveyors. Used to acquire precision
sea level data sets to compensate for tidal variations
as part of manifold surveying activities, the WLR was
typically one of the first instruments to be pencilled in
on manifests for survey projects.

Marine riser joints are conventionally connected by using
bolts to secure the flanges together. These bolts are typically large – up to or over 3in in diameter. Numerous bolts
have to be carried to the riser flange, inserted and tightened
using a bolt tension tool or torque wrench. The operation
is time consuming, the preloads generated using a torque
wrench can be unreliable and there are safety concerns
involved in handling bolts.

Now, RS Aqua, UK and Ireland distributors for
AADI products, has announced the release of
a specific variant of the multi-faceted Seaguard
range to replace the WLR-7 and target the
acquisition of water level data.
The resultant Seaguard WLR is offered in 0-30m,
0-60m and 0-300m standard depth ranges and
provides pressure measurement accuracy to
+0.04%. In common with all Seaguard variants,
a Windows-based datalogger with colour touch
screen provides the user portal for instrument and
sensor configuration.
Likewise, the Seaguard WLR can also host extra
AADI Smart Sensors for current, conductivity
temperature depth (CTD), dissolved oxygen, etc,
with data acquisition either through direct top plate
fixings or via remote cable connections. Seaguard
Studio software supports the product enabling fast
and simple presentation of results.
The AADI Seaguard from RS Aqua
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Typical uses of the submersible CPT
unit may include pipelay, seabed
foundations, cable routes, ports and
harbours and environmental surveys.
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This prompted Acteon subsidiary Subsea Riser Products
(SRP) to develop the Quick-Flange drilling riser connection
system. This is broadly based on the ubiquitous standard
flange but instead of the bolts, it uses a breached cone connector called a Tri-Pin. These Tri-Pins are positioned around
the flange face similar to where the bolts are arranged.
These innovative connectors allow the two flanges to be
securely connected by a quick and simple 60 deg turn.
“In the Quick-Flange, the connecting pin is held captive in
the flange itself and can be very easily turned,” said Simon
Luffrum of SRP. “It is therefore unnecessary to carry a considerable number of bolts around during the make up and
break out, and indeed, find a place to store the bolts.
“Because it is only necessary to turn the Tri-Pin 60deg, the
make-up tool is very simple and easy to operate, reducing both operation time and risk. Sealing between joints is
achieved in the same way with a Quick-Flange as a conventional flange, by way of a stab connection or bore gasket
with elastomeric seals, hence the lower preload obtained
with the Quick-Flange is not a concern.”
The Quick-Flange connector can achieve extreme loads of

News Briefs
Acquisitions
Atlas Elektronik has acquired the
underwater systems (UWS) business
of QinetiQ.

IMO Approval
The International Maritime
Organisation (IMO) has approved the
perfomance standards of Teledyne
TSS’ Orion inertial navigation system
(INS). These performance standards
were adopted to enhance navigation
safety by providing integrated
and augmented functions to avoid
geographic, traffic and
environmental hazards.
An INS is defined as such
in the performance
standards, if it
covers at least
two of the three
functions: route
monitoring,
collision
avoidance and
track control.

The Orion INS was specifically
designed for the demanding
hydrographic survey, offshore
construction and ROV operations
markets.
It incorporates three single axis
ring laser elements and three
highly accurate accelerometers. It
can be configured and controlled
by the latest easy-to-use
interface OrionView
The Orion is offered as
an IP65-rated surface
unit or 3000m-rated
subsea unit (6000m
optional).
Teledyne TSS’ Orion
inertial navigation
system (INS).

Bend Stiﬀener
3500kips although the design
can accommodate a load
sharing option if required. The
design of the Tri-Pins also allows for a retrofit option to be
offered, upgrading an existing
riser from the traditional bolted
flange solution to a more competitive quick connect system,
without losing pressure rating.
Depending upon
the application, it is
possible to use either
lightweight or highstrength metals. The
Tri-Pins are either
locked open or locked
closed by means of a
visual locking indicator
device. This device
ensures that the driller
is confident of the connection before running
the joint.

Trelleborg Offshore has completed the
design, manufacturing and testing of
the world’s largest bend stiffener. To
facilitate the fabrication, an additional
polyurethane (PU) dispensing machine
was specially commissioned at
Trelleborg Offshore’s plant in
Skelmersdale, England.
The bend stiffener was specifically developed for use by StatoilHydro, which
is responsible for the development and
operation of the Vega field in the North
Sea, and produced for Aker Solutions.
Typically, a bend stiffener weighs
around 1000kg/ 2204lbs and measures
up to 5m (16ft) in length.

Partnerships
Nautronix and C & C Technologies
Brasil have announced a working
partnership in the Brazil region.

Orders
Ixsea has provided the French
research Institute
Ifremer with a
photonic inertial
navigation system
(PHINS) for the refit
of the Atalante.

Ixsea’s
Phins

The company has
also delivered
a global acoustic
positioning system,
(GAPS) to NCS Survey for the
acoustic positioning of a number of
subsea structures in the North Sea.
Meanwhile, ECA has placed an order
with Ixsea for acoustic releases as
part of an underwater observatory
project in the Mediterranean Sea.
NCS SubSea has purchased a
Sonardyne Scout-Pro ultra-short
baseline (USBL) acoustic positioning
technology for a major ocean bottom
seismic survey offshore Kazakhstan.
Teledyne Webb Research has been
awarded a contract to supply
IFM-GEOMAR Kiel in Germany with
six Slocum gliders
Hydroid has received an order from
the California Polytechnic State
University for a custom REMUS 600
autonomous underwater vehicle
(AUV) system.

Personnel
Kim Lehmann has been appointed
CEO and president of Reson.

Testing
Machine
Subsea Riser
Products’ QuickFlange connector

Integrated Subsea Services (ISS) has
acquired the assets of Submec’s ROV
(remotely operated vehicle) personnel
and services business.

Sonardyne has appointed John
Ramsden, as its new managing
director and Simon Reeves as the
new vice president, North America.
Nautronix appointed Randy Monson
as Sales Manager in Houston and
Dr Andrew Jaffrey as Global Product
Manager - Wireless Controls
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Equipment

SUBSEA

Equipment
Spheres of Interest
RS Aqua has received orders for over 100
Vitrovex glass spheres from three of the UK’s
leading ocean research centres – the National
Oceanography Centre (Southampton), the
Scottish Association for Marine Science (Oban)
and the Proudman Ocean Laboratory (Liverpool).
The supplies cover buoyancy and housing
applications.
Vitrovex glass products, originating from
the Schott factory in Jena, Germany, are
manufactured by forming the raw borosilicate
glass material into spheres and thick walled
tubes via intricate techniques and thermal post
treatments. Then a triple grinding process ensures
that the equatorial sealing faces are finished to an
astoundingly high level of quality that rarely fails to
impress users.
There is no need to test the mating security of

Hire Pressure Testing

Vitrovex hemispheres

individual Vitrovex hemispheres as any one is guaranteed
to mate securely in any orientation with any other
hemisphere of the same diameter.
“In our experience, buoyancy applications account
for the higher volume of sales where the efficient
buoyancy to weight ratio makes glass such an
attractive solution,” said RS Aqua’s product
specialist, Roger Scrivens.

The Skarv FPSO
Picture copyright BP

Applied Acoustics has a new 6000m rated pressure testing facility. Newly constructed in 2009, this facility is now
available for hire at the Great Yarmouth factory.
The chamber has a maximum operating pressure of 690
bar and an internal diameter
of 340mm with a useable
length of 1500mm. This
allows for most transducer
assemblies and towfish
designs to be catered for.
Assemblies of up to 500kg
can be handled by the overhead hoist.
The pressure test tank is
sunk into the ground to
ease the handling of the
devices under test (DUT)
and is positioned close
to roller-shutter doors for
access. The pressure test
tank also has the facility to
offer penetrator openings
through the top end cap.
Hire rates are based on
half, full-day or longer
periods as required.

6000m rated pressure
testing facility
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Positioning Skarv
Subsea 7 has placed an
order with Sonardyne for
21 new Compatt 5 Max
subsea positioning transponders for use on BP’s
Skarv field in Norway.
The Compatt 5 Max was
introduced by Sonardyne
to meet the requirement for
a semi-permanent seabed
transponder that could be
used for life-of-field subsea
positioning tasks.
With its lithium batteries, the
new transponder offers a
working life of two years of

continuous operation for subsea
navigation and data telemetry functions – substantially
longer than conventional seabed
transponders. This is expected
to translate into cost savings by
minimising vessel deployment
costs typically associated with
installing, recovering and re-installing seabed transponders for
each positioning task.
“Taking account of periods
of inactivity, the Compatt 5
Max’s battery life is likely to be
more like three years,” said a
spokesman. “This will enable the
transponders to be left in-situ

News Briefs
Rotech Subsea has promoted
Stephen Cochrane to business
development manager for the UK,
Europe, Middle East and West Africa
BlueView Technologies has added
Steve Chapman to its sales and
marketing team

Fehmarnbelt Studies
Before building the new transport link
from Denmark to Germany over the
Fehmarnbelt, detailed studies of the
environment needs to be conducted.
MacArtney was chosen to advise and
supply both instruments and infrastructure in order to monitor life and
flow in the strait.
This information will help planners to
choose which kind of link to build and
document any subsequent environmental changes.
“Building any construction in a marine
environment affects water current
and marine wildlife, and decisions
about which type of link to build cannot be made until accurate projected
effects of the marine construction are
monitored,” said a spokesman. “The

throughout all drilling, production and
construction activities.”
“The first task of the Compatt 5 Max will
be to provide precise positioning for the
installation of various subsea templates
in water depths ranging from 350m to
450m,” said a spokesman.
In addition to a long operating life,
the Compatt 5 Max also provides all
the benefits of Sonardyne’s wideband
signal technology for multi-vessel and
subsea vehicle positioning. A network
can, therefore, be used to provide DP
and survey references for different
vessels undertaking different tasks
simultaneously. This applies to vessels equipped with both Sonardyne
and non-Sonardyne systems such as
Kongsberg’s HiPAP.
A range of integrated sensors is available with the Compatt 5 Max. These include sound velocity sensors which are
fitted as standard and permit positioning to be corrected for local variations in sound speed through
the water column. Subsea 7
is has ordered all omni-directional transponders, although
directional transducers are
also available for deep water
deployment in water depths
up to 5000m.

computer models that will predict the
effect of a construction in the strait are
reliant on accurate data collected at
this initial stage.”
MacArtney’s monitoring stations have,
therefore, been placed in the strait
and at the points where a bridge or
tunnel are likely to be built. These
measure environmental conditions
including current, temperature, salinity
and oxygen.
The complete system for the Fehrmarnbelt consists of 10 stations situated along the Danish and German
coast lines of the strait and three in
bridge or tunnel positions. They will
measure environmental conditions
and send real time information to
monitoring stations.

SHOM Replacement
The French navy hydrographic and
oceanographic service (SHOM),
has chosen Valeport in a major
equipment replacement programme.
SHOM has five 60m ships and eight
9m hydrographic boats equipped
with multi-beam echosounder
systems.
SHOM selected Valeport’s miniSVT
(sound velocity and temperature)
and miniSVS (sound velocity
sensors), both equipped with inbuilt
digital time-of-flight sound speed
sensors with an unprecedented
accuracy of ±0.020m/s.
A total of 19 other products
were purchased by SHOM from
Valeport in May 2009, including
5 miniSVT and 14 miniSVS
through EurOceanique, part of the
MacArtney group.

SeeByte has appointed John Stout as
offshore business manager
Schilling Robotics has appointed
Peter MacInnes as vice president of
marketing
Scanmudring has opened a new sales
base in Aberdeen with Keith Will,
heading up UK marketing

Agents
Bowtech has appointed Innova as its
agent in Norway and Swedec as its
agents in Sweden
AC-CESS has appointed MeriNorpat
of Finland as an international
distributor. It has also signed Dacon
Inspection for Norway and Sweden,
and Juwenta DB for Kazakhstan and
surrounding territories
StarFish has appointed a number of
agents including Del Norte and PRS
Communications in the UK, Marnav
in the Philippines, NDiver in Russia,
DiveIt in Denmark, Advanced Diving
Technology and HydroAcoustics
in Spain, Seapro Diving and
Hydrographic Survey in Egypt and
Swedish Sonar Services in Sweden
Seatronics has reached an agreement
with BlueView to market BlueView’s
miniature multibeam sonar systems in
countries outside the USA
Bluefin Robotics has reached an
exclusive Canadian distribution
agreement with ING Engineering Inc.
of Ottawa

Expansion
MacArtney has completed a move
into new, purpose-built premises in
Aberdeen
Applied Acoustics has moved to a
new facility, more than twice the size
of the previous building
JDR has moved into a deepwater
quayside manufacturing facility in
Hartlepool

Valeport miniSVS

Oceaneering International has
opened a newly constructed Deepwater Technical Solutions (DTS) in
Houston
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Offshore

Vessels

Apache II

Apache
Length
122.9m
Breadth
23.34m
Depth
8.69m
Draught
7.65m
Gross Tonnage 7532t
Net Tonnage
2260t

Apache II
137m
27m
12m
6.97m

Instead of scrapping the vessel,
however, a new hull is being built
at Vigo in Spain and the plans are
in place to swap the sophisticated
pipelay equipment over to the new
vessel.
This will be called Apache II. Like
her predecessor, it will be aimed
at shallow water jobs where it will
be most competitive. It will work
worldwide but, like the original
Apache, particularly in the North Sea.

The Apache II under construction in Vigo

People remember 1979 for a number
of reasons. It was the year that Mrs
Thatcher became the UK’s first
woman Prime Minister, the USSR
invaded Afghanistan, Idi Amin was
deposed in Uganda, Muhammad Ali
retired, Rhodesia changed its name
to Zimbabwe, Ayatollah Khomeini
returned to Tehran and the Clash
released London Calling. The
average house price in the UK was
£13 659, the average income in the
US was $17 500 and the cost of a
gallon of petrol in the US was 86¢
(although 79p in the UK). The price
of oil reached a new record of $24
per barrel.
Many in the pipelay community,
however, remember it as the
year that work started at the Todd
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shipyard in Glaveston on the innovative
Apache reel lay ship. Over the next 30
years, it would complete more than 400
pipelay operations.
The Apache’s first job was to install a
12in pipe for the BP Buchan project.
Record book entries included the first
rigid pipe-in-pipe in 1989 (Esso Australia,
Bass Strait) and the first rigid pipein-pipe in the UK in 2000 (Enterprise,
Cook). She held the world record in 1998
for the installation of rigid steel pipe in
deep water. Her last job was for the
E-On Energy’s Babbage project in UK
North Sea.
Now after a steady upgrading
programme over the years, her owner,
Technip has decreed that the vessel
has come to the end if her field life.

The hull was originally the basis of
the construction support vessel North
Ocean 103, ordered by Oceanteam
but purchased by Technip for an
undisclosed amount. Delivery is slated
for August 2009.
The new hull is 14m longer at 137m
(although this is still dwarfed by
Technip’s 206m long Deep Blue) and
3.3m wider at 27m. The new layout
sees an increase in the free deck
space from 235m2 to 1000m2. The
deck load is doubled to 10t/m.
“We have preserved the geometry
between the major pieces of
equipment such as the reel, ramp etc,
in the new design,” said Alan West,
manager of Marine Capex at Technip.

.....
M/V Fugro Discovery

“As the main reel will be taken directly
from the Apache, the 2000t capacity
will not change, however, we are
increasing the capacity of the auxiliary
reel located forward of the main
reel. Originally, 350t, this has been
increased to 650t, which will provide
a better opportunity to offer piggyback
pipe and/or umbilical solutions.”
Technip has also taken the opportunity
to increase the lifting capacity. For
the first time, two of the cranes on the
port side have a capacity of 100t.
“This increase in capability will
allow the vessel to carry out various
offshore construction and support
work without having to call out a
purpose-built crane vessel onsite,”
said Alan West.
To provide the propulsion and station
keeping, the new design has fewer
but more powerful thrusters, including
two 1500kW tunnel thruster and a
1500kW azimuthing thruster forward
as well as two 3500kW azimuthing
thrusters aft. These give the
Apache II a 108t bollard pull, 38t more
than her predecessor. The service
speed rises from 9.5kts to 13kts.
The larger vessel allows a greater
accommodation. While the Apache
could house 95 people in 54 cabins,
the Apache II can accommodate 120
in 72 cabins, giving a greater use in
field support applications
The basic layout sees the control
room pushed further forward on
the Apache II, with a 20.8 m
helipad located at the bow. This
will be suitable for a Super
Puma/Sikorsky S-92.
The larger hull has the advantage
of being able to store more fuel and
water in its tanks. 1200m3 of fuel oil
can be stored in the Apache II as
opposed to 930m in the Apache, while
the potable water also rises from
234m3 to 1000m3 in the Apache II. This
extra capacity will allow a much longer
time at sea and not having to call into
port between jobs.

Far left: An artist’s impression of the
Apache II. Left: The Apache

Discovery Upgrade
The M/V Fugro Discovery has recently
completed a major refit as part of
the company’s ongoing policy to
modernise its fleet of seabed survey
vessels. This has enabled a much
wider range of survey tasks.
In addition to being able to carry
out acoustic and visual pipeline
inspection tasks, it is now capable of
undertaking:
Full site surveys including digital
and analogue surveys
Route and field development
surveys including the acquisition
of vibrocores and cone
penetrometer tests
Environmental sampling,
including 0.25m3 box coring and
still camera and video camera
imaging.
The refit included:
New propeller blades for quiet
running during seismic data
acquisition
20t cone penetration tester and
vibrocorer winch with 1500m of
kevlar rope
New A-frame to suit
geotechnical operations
Remodelled accommodation
for 36in single or double en suite
cabins
New HTI digital seismic system
with a NTRS2 recording system,
a SeeMUX gel filled digital
streamer (6.25m group spacing),
Digicourse 5010 streamer
levellers and a 140in3 six-gun
sleeve airgun array

New Hamworthy high pressure
air compressors
New 10in3 mini air gun with
wave shape kit
New drop corer with 1500m of
kevlar rope
New streamer and gun array
umbilical winches
New equipment deployment
booms and gantries
Dedicated launch and recovery
system area for ROV and a ROV
control cabin
The Fugro Discovery is equipped
with a high precision DGPS
satellite positioning systems,
Starfix HP and Starfix spot; HiPAP
500 USBL; EM710 multibeam
echo sounder; Edgetech 4200 side
scan sonar (3000m tow cable) and
hull mounted sub-bottom pinger/
profiler. It also has a Focus-2
remotely operated towed vehicles
to carry out external acoustic
pipeline inspection surveys in the
North Sea.
Since commissioning, over
15000km of subsea pipeline have
been inspected and it will be
inspecting over 4000km of subsea
pipeline alone in 2009.
Being fitted with automated station
keeping capability it also deploys
a ROVs such as a Seaeye Tiger,
to carry out visual inspections
of elements of the pipeline
system being surveyed, selected
following onboard analysis of the
geophysical data.
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INTERVIEW:
Last Christmas, FMC acquired
a 45% interest in Schilling
Robotics for $116 million. At
the time, the company said
that this move ‘would allow
FMC to participate more fully
in the increasing integration of
remote activities performed on
the seabed, such as subsea
processing, well intervention and
production optimisation.’
Tyler Schilling, chief executive
officer of Schilling Robotics,
looks at what the company now
intends to do in the convergence
of intervention technologies with
seafloor equipment, and the
philosophy behind it.

“O

Factory ﬂoor
to sea ﬂoor
At present, the industry uses relatively
basic, low-level interfaces between the
various pieces of equipment. These are
almost exclusively mechanical (including
hydraulic) in operation.

ur expertise at Schilling
Robotics is largely based
on packaging systems
to work in remote deepwater
conditions,” said Tyler Schilling. “This
requires both technical expertise in
developing the physical intervention
equipment and tooling, as well as
satisfying the demands for very high
levels of reliability.”

“Future equipment, however, is
likely to be increasingly governed by
enhanced interface designs able to
also provide data and electrical power,”
said Schilling. “Such interfaces are just
one example of functional demands to
incorporate a considerably higher level
of sophistication into the equipment,
particularly in order to continually
monitor the condition of the process.

One particular area where Schilling
and FMC are likely to contribute
complementary expertise, therefore,
is in the area of designing interfaces
between the remotely operated
vehicle (ROV) or the autonomous
underwater vehicle (AUV) and the
subsea production system itself.

“One of the most cost-effective ways of
designing these innovative systems is to
look at where similar applications have
been used in other industries.”

Tyler Schilling

“A useful metaphor is the factory floor
of a modern processing facility. This is
characterised by automated processes
requiring long-term reliability. These,
in turn, are governed by factors such
as the serviceability, replacement and
maintenance of items.

Reliability
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to attain the high levels of reliability that
can be achieved by the high repetition
found in higher volume industries, such
as automotive.”
“The answer, therefore, is to look to
other industries that have already
developed sub-systems and devices
that can be adapted for the subsea
environment, and then to incorporate
these high reliability items in as many
places as possible within the overall
design”
“For example, on the Schilling ROVs,
there is a networking device called a
node. Not only is this used in a number
of places on the ROV and TMS, but we
have used exactly the same building
block for a well intervention control
system, a seafloor geotechnical drilling
system, and a cone penetrometer.
Manufacturing repetition is essential!”.
Factory floor processes are normally
controlled with the aid of sensors
embedded into the mechanical structure
that measure a variety of parameters.
It is not easy to incorporate these into
subsea systems.

“In many ways, the best method of
achieving high reliability is to make
something over and over again,
continually improving the design,” said
Schilling. “Take cars, for instance.
At one time, breakdowns were
notoriously common. After having
made so many millions, however,
nowdays cars are particularly reliable
– especially those with embedded
sensors that warn of, or predict, future
problems.

“Take a pressure transducer, for
example. The transducer itself is very
simple, but the infrastructure needed
to make use of it is very expensive,
physically large and may be subject
to reliability issues. Subsea systems,
therefore, presently sense as little
as possible. We must learn from the
factory floor and in future designs,
remote systems will need to incorporate
more sensors and look at this during the
design stage.”

One of the biggest challenges on
moving the factory floor to the
sea floor, however,
would be the very low
production volumes
because it is a highly
specialised industry. It
is extremely difficult

In many corporate information
technology (IT) departments, it is
common for technicians at some remote
location to apparently ‘take over’ the
operation of a computer in order to
perform a software repair, without
someone having to be present on site.

Maintenance

TYLER SCHILLING
From ‘server farms,’ large amounts of
computer maintenance are routinely
conducted over the same network on
which the server farm operates.
In the same way, it is likely that in
the future, certain classes of repair
activities to subsea equipment will be
able to be performed without resorting
to deploying an AUV or ROV in order
to physically adjust, remove, or replace
a module. This practice is sometimes
called band maintenance because it
is being carried out over the Internet
band.
“Another idea borrowed from IT systems
will be the ability to re-route signal
pathways over a network,” said Schilling.
“Take, for example, the multitude of
sensors accompanying actuators that
are present in a typical subsea system.
From a desktop computer, located
potentially anywhere in the world, it
would be possible to re-route the signals
from one defective sensor, through
different paths of the network and into
another one.”
Planned maintenance subsea
“A further process common on the
factory floor is planned maintenance,
where a unit is periodically shut down for
a given time and all the critical items are
replaced.
“A main issue in manufacturing design
is ease of access, with parts requiring
the most common replacement being
located at the outside of the machine. If
a number of units require replacement,
it might be cost effective to group these
together at the design stage into a single
module and replace that as a unit. This
makes it possible to get the system back
on stream quickly.
“Indeed, it is very likely that future
subsea systems will benefit from
increasing levels of modularity. This
is one way that the growth in system
complexity can be offset by reducing the
long-term cost to service and maintain
the seafloor equipment.”
Predictive maintenance
The increasing number of sensors
naturally results in a considerably larger
amount of data being produced. In the
same way that large media companies
catalogue and store their data, in this
case words or articles, for a variety
of research of retrieval purposes, so
the sensor information from a subsea
system will also have to be catalogued
and stored.

“Even though it is not readily clear what
the information will be used for, it could
be potentially very useful and should
not be discarded,” said Schilling. “If, for
example, a hydrate plug starts to form,
it might be possible to analyse historical
data prior to the problem occurring and
look for any trends or patterns which
could warn and prevent operators
encountering the same problem in
the future. This is the ethos behind
predictive maintenance that is common
throughout industry”

Building Block Philosophy
“Describing a hierarchy of electronic
devices,” pondered Schilling, “it would
start at the device level such as an
integrated circuit, a microprocessor, or
a transceiver. The next level would be
a circuit board – a multitude of devices
all put together to form some sort of
function. The next layer would be a box
with multiple circuits.”
“We have found that underwater
equipment always works extremely
reliably at the device level where the
fundamental technology from the factory
floor exists. These tend to be systems
that have been manufactured in high
volume and any original problems
have been designed out. However, the
more specialised a device is, fewer are
produced and therefore, this shortens its
design life.”
“If you buy boxes and put them in
one-atmosphere housings on the sea
floor, the shelf life of this box design
of is maybe 6-18 months. Within that
time frame, the manufacturer has a
new model ready. The design life of a
typical circuit board is longer than the
design life of a box, and the design life
of a typical device is very long
compared with either a box or a
circuit board.

communications standard and it is
not possible to run a real time system
if the messages do not move in a
deterministic fashion from one end to
the other. This would cause potentially
problematic delays in the movement
of data through the system.
“We were, however, interested
because Ethernet is the most widely
adopted communications medium
available. So we started to study it
ourselves and eventually discovered
that the reasons we supposedly
couldn’t use it were not valid. We
therefore allied ourselves with
Ethernet.
Now we get spin-off advances in the
whole application with robustness,
speed, and a variety of enhanced
characteristics by simply adopting
improvements that are being driven by
a Worldwide community of users.
“It is important in this low volume
industry to use a technology that has
high volume requirements,” concluded
Schilling. “It is very fundamental that
we choose widely-adopted standards
in technology areas where the needs
of subsea systems are the same or
very similar to land based uses. This
will allow us to concentrate on those
areas where subsea applications have
truly unique requirements.
“This combination of technical
strategies will allow us, together
with FMC Technologies, to produce
more highly instrumented sea floor
systems that can productively carry
out the future needs of the offshore oil
industry,” he said.

“By their nature, subsea
systems have to be in place
for a considerably long period
of time. It is therefore essential
that the design of an assembly
is flexible enough to incorporate
any evolutionary technological
advances.
“About six years ago, we decided
that we were going to make the
backbone of our control system
based on Ethernet. At the time,
we were told that this was
not pragmatic because the
Ethernet is not a deterministic

A node building block
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Tiebacks

SUBSEA
Back in 2004, Subsea 7’s technology
group and 2H met to conduct a “stateof-the-art” review of deepwater riser
technology and evaluate their suitability,
to meet the demands of future deep
and ultra deepwater developments.
Would deepwater risers have the
necessary stress response and
fatigue performance, and be able to
accommodate complex and congested
seabed layouts in addition to the
growing demand for more stringent
inspection and repair?
One common deepwater riser design
was the hybrid riser tower – essentially
a bundle of risers stretching between
a riser base on the seabed, to a point
below the water surface. Syntactic foam
along the length of the riser bundle
provided the necessary buoyancy. Pipes
at the seabed connected to the bottom
of each riser by means of a flex joint
while at the top, the bundle connected to
the FPSO by means of flexible jumpers.

A number of single line offset risers
connected to an FPSO

Guide Frame
The guide frame is fabricated from
tubular steel in a truss arrangement
to minimise its weight in water and
maximise its stiffness. It is installable
using a light duty vessel or simply
towed to site. For a four-riser
group configuration, the frame is
approximately 45m long with a central
bolted flange connection.
Connection to the seabed is by spiral
strand steel tethers connected to
either end of the frame. These are
splayed out below the frame to provide
stiffness to resist rotation during
operation. The tethers are connected
to the mudline using suction piles via
a length of chain connected to the
tethers and terminated at the top of
the piles. The chain aids installation
as it allows the height of the frame to
be easily adjusted during installation
to account for inaccuracies from pile
installation.
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Grouped SLOR
The main alternative was the catenary
riser. This was seen as being more
affected by water depth, where the
surface facility had to support the
entire weight of the riser while the
large footprint had an affect on subsea
architecture. This prompted 2H to
develop its single line offset riser
(SLOR).
The SLOR arrangement consists of an
individual vertical rigid steel riser pipe
connected by a Rotolatch articulation
joint to a foundation pile at the mudline.
At its top, an air can 50m–200m below
sea level provides upthrust which
applies tension to the riser pipe and
generates an overpull at the mudline
of between 50t and 150t depending on
water depth. A gooseneck and flexible
off-take, takes the well stream to the
FPSO, 200m away, again via flexible
jumpers.
The advantage with the bundle and
conversely, the disadvantage of the
SLOR became evident on designs
necessitating a large number of risers,
say 8-12. Numerous individual single
risers could potentially cause problems
with lines entangling. This prompted
2H and Subsea 7 to develop the
Grouped SLOR concept.
This consists of a number of risers
– typically four or six – connected
in a line by a guide frame. This
frame eliminates pipe clashing
issues whilst maintaining a practical
distance between each riser, to
facilitate installation, inspection and
maintenance.
“These grouped risers have a number
of advantages over bundles,” said
Daniel Karunakaran, a riser specialist
within Subsea 7. “If an individual riser
is damaged, it can be easily replaced.
Furthermore, it is not necessary to
install all the risers at once; some can
be installed initially and others added
later in the field life.
The risers can be installed by J-lay or
reel-lay and the pipe steelwork and
riser cans can be manufactured in
the country in which they are going
to be used, supporting local content
contractual agreements.

Testing
As part of its contribution to the venture,
Subsea 7 was charged with the task of carrying
out qualification of the Grouped SLOR design.
The company started with an initial review to
decide whether the concept would be practically
possible.
“The most important thing we did was to spend
time looking at the hydrodynamic properties,
especially of the air cans,” said Daniel
Karunakaran. “Cylinders can display strange
dynamic behaviour.
“We initially carried out a finite element
analysis of the air cans and a computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis to validate the
assumed hydrodynamic coefficients of the
air can arrays. The CFD analysis concluded
that the air can spacing of one diameter gave
the best response in terms of vortex induced
vibration (VIV), wake effects and galloping.
The air can spacing can easily be increased for
developments where high extreme currents are
observed.
“We carried out laboratory tests in 2006 and tank
tests in 2007. We followed this up last year with
a full model test programme.”
Grouped SLOR
consists of a number
of single line offset
risers connected on a
guide frame
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Update
“When you do a full model test, it gives you a clear message that
this concept is viable or not” said Karunakaran.

At current velocities between 0.5m/s and 1.0m/s, the response
was dominated by the vortex shedding from the air cans. For
higher current velocities (1.0 m/s to 1.7 m/s), it was possible that
other types of instabilities caused by the downstream wake may
contribute,
One notable surprise in the results was that the motions at the
receptacle for the Grouped SLOR model were assumed to be
representative of the individual SLOR air can. This was, however,
found not to be the case.

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
Air can motions m/s

Testing at different current velocities, ranging between 0.17m/s
to 1.71m/s was carried out at MARIN’s 240m-long depressurised
towing tank. The group tested flow angles of 0, 10, 30, 45 and
90deg angles. Part of the testing was set up to look at air can
arrangements with varying currents and varying current incidence
directions to validate the hydrodynamic coefficients of the array.
The six degrees of motion were measured by means of an optical
tracking system.

Single SLOR

0.8

“We carried out a scale 1:73 model test of the complete Grouped
SLOR assembly, including air cans, guide frame, risers and tethers
to investigate the flow phenomena around the air can assembly.”

Grouped SLOR
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Ur (current velocities)

Model test results showing single and grouped SLOR responses

The motions of the grouped SLOR were significantly lower (less
than half) than that of an individual SLOR. This was interpreted
as simply due to the presence of guide frame and tether system,
acting in combination to dampen the movement.
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LONG DISTANCE
Long distance subsea tiebacks
represent one of the most potentially
cost-effective methods of hydrocarbon
production. Over the years, many operators have progressively increased the
step-out distances of subsea wells from
their platforms. More recently, however,
there has been a drive to dramatically
increase this distance envelope to point
where reserves over a hundred kilometres away are accessible.
In some offshore fields, this means
that they can be exploited by landbased production facilities, decreasing costs and increasing safety by
removing the necessity of an offshore platform. By reducing costs, it
makes previously sub-marginal fields
economically viable, thus potentially
increasing reserves.
At the cutting edge of the long distance
tieback is the Ormen Lange field. It
lies 120 km away from the Nyhamna
onshore production base on the West
coast of Norway. The licence owners
are Shell, DONG, ExxonMobil, Petoro
and StatoilHydro. Shell is the operator
in the production phase.
This project has been a springboard
for research to meet the engineering
challenges associated with supplying compression facilities subsea that
are instrumental to the life of the field.
Technologies being developed in this
project will form an important stepping
stone in extending tieback distances in
other projects.
For some subsea fields, a holy grail
is to develop an integrated subsea
processing solution. Individual components such as separation and pumping are already in operation whilst
gas compression systems are under
development and once proven, could
see them being used on a much larger
scale. Pumps and compressors on
the seabed will require considerable
amount of electric power.
The other principal concern is flow
assurance, looking to ensure that
should a problem occur in the cold
deep ocean waters, which the hydrocarbon stream does not solidify.
Advances in pipe heating are already
used offshore, where electrical wires
embedded in the pipe cause induction heating to offset any waxes and
hydrates forming.
All these have one thing in common
– they require potentially enormous
amounts of power. The problem with
supplying such power over long dis-
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tance is that the electrical losses can
be significant.
In 2006, GE Oil and Gas (VetcoGray)
commenced development work on a
Long Step-out Power Supply (LSPS)
on behalf of Hydro, operator in the development phase, in which it addressed
many of the problems associated with
the development of Ormen Lange.
The decision on on whether to use a
conventional floater offshore, or to install industry first subsea compression
in 850 metres of waterdepth is yet to be
determined, but a full-scale pilot train is
currently being constructed to qualify a
potential subsea solution. StatoilHydro
is executing the pilot project on behalf
of Shell.
“The aim of the GE project is to
develop and engineer a solution for
transmitting 60MW from shore to
a future Ormen Lange subsea gas
compression station, 120km west of
the Norwegian cost, at almost 1000m
water depth. The project covers
testing and qualifying key technology elements for the Pilot, which will
be subject of submerged testing at
Nyhamna,” said Martin Sørensen, Director, subsea power and processing
at GE Oil and Gas.
“The Ormen Lange subsea gas compression concept is based upon using
four subsea compression trains, with
a complete system for subsea power
distribution and control, all powered by
the LSPS – comprising onshore facilities, one single power and fibre-optics
umbilical and a subsea step-down
transformer at the far end.”
“The LSPS project focuses on the
universal challenges of transmitting high
voltage alternating current (120KV) over
long distances – powering up the system,
behaviour at sudden load variations,
power loss, shut down and start-up,
taking into consideration the relatively
vulnerable components the system is
feeding power to at the seabed”. The
pilot system, located at the Nyhamna
test pit, would simulate the permanent
subsea system as far as practical.
The LSPS pilot system is based on three
key items, – a subsea transformer, a
short length of the power cable /umbilical
and a high voltage dry mate connector
to link the power cable with the subsea
transformer. While the final transformer
will be 70MVA, the pilot transformer will
be rated at 20MVA, although simulating
similar transmission properties, however,
as the main transformer.

Power
Omen Lange
The power for the Ormen Lange subsea
compression station will come from
Statnett, the transmission system
operator of the Norwegian national
grid. Step-down transformers in the grid
located onshore at Nyhamna will initially
reduce the voltage down to 120 kV,
which is the input voltage to the 70MVA
subsea transformer at the other end of
the 125km power umbilical. The voltage
level will then be further reduced to meet
the distribution level of 22kV which will
be sufficient to power the four 12.5MW
subsea compression trains as well as
the four 0.4MW condensate pumps. The
total subsea operation will consume approximately
60MW of power.
The subsea transformer voltage reduction will take place by means of a threewinding 3-phase step-down transformer
system which is phase shifted to limit
the harmonic currents. A side effect of
the load variations and other operational
conditions mean that voltages may rise
considerably. This affects the transformer
core design.
“The transformer internals used are
standard well proven technology, but is
packed into a special design subsea vessel” said Martin Sørensen. “The vessel is
vacuum filled with dehydrated dielectric
oil. The vessel is fitted with several
pressure compensators, such that the
internals will see the sea bed pressure
and the vessel will only will be designed
for a few bar differential pressure.”
“Transformers are not uncommon in the
subsea industry although there are no
established public design standards,
hence we are using our in-house experience based standards, developed over
the years in close co-operation with the
operating companies, in particular
StatoilHydro.”
The most elementary is the single shell,
single barrier layout. These are normally
used in applications that only require
temporary application such as on
Na Kika, where emergency direct
pipeline heating may be required for flow
assurance purposes.
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Transmission
wire surrounded by a cross-linked
polyethylene insulation material. The
umbilical has a 186mm diameter.

additional seal. Hot shrink tube and
armouring is installed over the lead
soldering for protection.

A lead sheath will provide the primary
water barrier with a polymer extruded
over the lead layer for mechanical protection and against seawater invasion.
Two layers of galvanised steel wires
wound in the opposite directions give
torsional stability and axial stiffness.
They are embedded in bitumen to give
corrosion protection. The deepwater
section of the umbilical will have a
greater steel cross-section.

“All testing and qualification work so far
has been successfully concluded – we
are exited and proud of being a part of
this pioneer project” said Sørensen.

The heat generated by the transformer
will heat the oil causing a volume change
dependant on the load. The pressure/volume compensators have to accommodate
for this volume change.

Penetrator

The pressure/volume compensator design
is based on a thin corrugated stainless
steel inner barrier and a nitrile rubber outer
bellow, which is able to expand and retract
to accommodate the volume change of
around 800 litres of oil.

This pressure-compensated 145kV,
700A (nominal) penetrator system is
designed with a true double barrier to
ensure that seawater does not enter the
subsea system. The assembly consists
of two oil-filled housings. The inner
housing has an electrical cable termination with a central conducting pin.

The transformer is to be integrated
into a subsea power distribution unit
(SPDU). This gives an anchor point for
the power umbilical and provides protection and guiding for installation onto
the subsea compression station. The
SPDU will weigh around 130t. Landing
this onto the compressor station will
also require a vessel with substantial
crane capacity.”

An alternative double shell, double barrier
type has also been used offshore, in the
Tyrihans, Topacio and Ceiba developments. This design features separate
inner and outer shells that are pressure
compensated.
“StatoilHydro selected a design with
single shell, but with double penetrator
barriers for Ormen Pilot. The single shell
improves the cooling performance of the
transformer, while the double penetrator
barriers ensure the best protection against
ingress of water into the transformer” said
Sørensen.

The temperature of the oil will be monitored using an embedded thermal coupling. Optical temperature sensors will also
be set into the windings, although these
will only be used at start-up to monitor the
transformer efficiency.

The primary side of the transformer will
be connected to the power umbilical
by means of a high voltage dry-mate
penetrator.

An outer seawater barrier is provided
by the lead sheath soldered to the back
of the flange with cold shrink tubes as

Installation
Installing the LSPS is critical to the success of the system. The power umbilical
itself will weigh around 6000t and its
structure will require a specialised vessel with a large umbilical carousel.

The power line will be laid from Nyhamna to the subsea site, avoiding laying the line uphill on the steep Storegga
slope, which would give less control
with seabed touch down. This also
allows testing from shore during laying
and installation.

Artist’s impression of the Ormen Lange modules
“One potential failure mode is if water
penetrates into the transformer structure,”
said Sørensen. “Even at 30-40ppm, the
oil will start to lose its insulation properties
– hence the water content will be measured by capacitive sensors monitoring the
dielectric properties of the dielectric oil.”

Umbilical Design
The second main area of investigation
is the power cable. The group decided
against using a simulator to test the whole
125 km power cable because of the size
and complexity. Instead it used two separate software simulation packages. The
mechanical tests will be performed on a
150m long section.
The eventual 125km power conduit has a
90km shallow water and a 35km deepwater section. The electricity will pass through
three 400mm2 high conductivity copper
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e-ﬁelds
O

ne concept currently being
considered by Total, is the
development of the e-field.
Many companies have some sort of
digital oil field initiative such as Shell’s
SmartFields, BP’s Fields of the Future
and Chevron’s iFields, however,
Total’s e-field takes this idea further.
This would incorporate the intelligent
well and data processing technology
that characterises a digital oil field,
but in addition, include the electrical
operation and electronic control of
the entire facilities including the tree,
processing facilities and downhole
safety valves.
Last year, Total came
one step closer to this
aspiration when it
brought its K5-F
field onstream. At
the centre of this
development was
CameronDC, the
world’s first allelectric subsea
production
system. An
important part
of the contract
between Total
and Cameron
was a challenging
6-month reliability
goal for the allelectric system. It
outperformed this
pre-determined target by
a considerable margin.
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Control Loop
SUBSEA TIEBACKS

“While this is new to the offshore
industry, it is common both in
the military and on windfarms,”
said Jan van den Akker. “There
is no distance limitation for this
application. It is theoretically
possible to install a tree in the
Pacific and control it from the
Atlantic.”

K5-F lies in the Dutch sector of
the North Sea (UT2 August 2007
p17). The subsea facilities consist
of two wells located on a three-well
template/manifold. There is not
only space for a third tree on the
manifold, but it can accommodate a
fourth as a step out well.
“All electric systems enjoy a number
of advantages,” said Jan van den
Akker, Business Development
Manager of Subsea Systems
at Cameron. “Replacing typical
components such as solenoids,
directional control valves, hydraulic
couplings and accumulators
with electronic components both
drastically reduces the number of
components and thus improves
the reliability of the overall
system. A second advantage is
that with electronic components,
environmental stress screening can
take place which potentially removes
early failures.
“Another advantage is the operability
of electric systems (speed, accuracy
and realtime direct feedback are
just a few points to mention). With
continuous electric power, the valves
can be operated immediately at any
given time. There is no need to wait
for hydraulics to become available,
or batteries to be re-charged.”
Conventional systems only get an
inferred valve position feedback from
the hydraulic pressure transmitter,
however, the CameronDC position
feedback is a digital signal read in
real time, measuring the position
directly inside the actuator. By
storing past field operation data
digitally, it is possible to compare
trends and curves over time. This
is the basis of condition monitoring,
which can be used for planning
preventive maintenance before
malfunctions occur.

Many subsea projects employ a
control system using twisted pair or
quads. The K5F system, however,
employs a single wire and uses
seawater as the return.

On K5F, a set of cathodes are
located on the manifold and
anodes at the K6 platform.

independent of water depth and
distance.
Installation of the power regulation and
communications module (PRCM)

for splices is reduced, etc) and
simplifies the distribution infrastructure.
Electrical jumper cables are much
cheaper than hydraulic jumpers/
connection systems and are easier to
install.
“One of the main drawbacks of a
hydraulic-based system is that the
step-out distance and water depths
pose significant limitations that have
to be overcome by using larger scale
systems,” said van den Akker. “They
typically require larger pumps and fluid
reservoirs and pose subsea problems
with hydraulic return. Conversely,
electrical systems are virtually

“Environmental issues are
another important consideration in
contemporary field design. Venting
the fluid is a part of the hydraulic
operation while leakage is also a
potential problem, increasing with the
number of hydraulic interfaces.
Regulations are going to get
increasingly tight and if the operators
require zero discharge, there is
no practical alternative to electric
systems.
“There still needs to be chemicals
such as glycol for running the well,”
said van den Akker, “however, the
chemical lines can be installed as
part of the flowline, thus reducing
the controls umbilical to an electrical
cable only, giving installation

Electric components under
environmental stress screening

Removing the hydraulics also
provides economic advantages.
Using an electric system eliminates
the use of large and heavy topsides
hydraulic pumping equipment. The
purchase, maintenance and disposal
of hydraulic fluid is also obviated.
Furthermore, it also removes the
hydraulic supply lines (both HP and
LP) from the control umbilical. This
not only reduces cost, but also as
a side effectprovides installation
benefits (smaller vessel, requirement
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flexibility, and cost savings. Reductions in umbilical size,
can be of true benefit, allowing the installation to be
carried out using a reel and eliminating the requirement for
big carousel vessels.
Another application is the use of electric actuators in subsea process valve applications. The operability features,
combined with the higher reliability makes this technology
a preferred solution for designing process valves in applications such as separator level control. Several operators are
looking at this, as a process valve is one of the enablers
for Subsea processing systems.
Preparing for installation

Field Components
The system is monitored and controlled
by the master control station (MCS)
on the topsides. An electric power
and communication unit (EPCU) is
connected with its corresponding
subsea located PRCM while the main
umbilical terminates on the topsides
umbilical termination unit.

The electric subsea control module
(ESCM) manages the control of the
electrically actuated valves.
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The power regulation and
communications module (PRCM)
regulates the voltage from 3000V DC
transmission to 300V DC. It sends
the power and communication to the
ESCMs.
Conventionally, the industry uses
copper wire to carry the power,
with the communications either via
a separate wire or the signals are
superimposed over the electrical
power. This is true on K5F, where
a single line would connect to each
of the four potential trees. In larger

developments with longer offsets and high
instrumentation requirements, however, the
greater bandwidth demanded for can be
satisfied by the use of fibre optics.
Using an open architecture with fibre optics
would give a dedicated control not only to
individual trees but to individual subsea
components. With the ethernet network,
each component can be selected by its own
IP address and new components can be
added easily. First application of this fibre
optic technology (CAMLAN) is for a project
in the Mediterranean, in operation since
June 2008

valves as well as electric
The CameronDC trees
contain the electric actuated actuated chemical injection
valves and production choke
production and annulus
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Sub-Atlantic 9001

C-ROV

Sub-Atlantic has been awarded
the prestigious ISO EN 9001:2008
certification. Ray Millum QHSE &
IT Manager said: “Sub-Atlantic’s
commitment to continually improving
the quality of our products and
services has been demonstrated
by the award of ISO EN 9001:2008
certification”.

As well as successfully operating a
number of ROVs, Hallin has been
involved in designing and building its
own bespoke vehicle. Called the
C-ROV, the company is currently
working on its eighth vehicle at its Singapore manufacturing facility.

This strict measure of quality
recognises the company’s fulfilment
of customer quality requirements,
as well as any regulatory obligations
of the industry. The stringent
certification process investigates all
aspects of the business to ensure
that internal systems can deliver
continually improving products and
services.

The C-ROV is 2.5m long, 1.5m wide
and 1.8m high. It is rated up to 1000m.
It is powered by four 350mm horizontral and three 300mm vertical hydraulic
thrusters giving a power of 10kW each.

Ice Breaker Breaker

Battery-manufacturer Saft, has
delivered an advanced lithiumion (Li-ion) battery system for the
electrically-propelled Swimmer
delivery vehicle (SDV) operated by
the French special forces.

A new communications system has
been developed to allow autonomous
underwater vehicles (AUVs) to remain
in contact with their host vessels while
operating under the ice.

The replacement of the existing onboard battery system has enabled
a significant increase in the SDV’s
performance in terms of maximum
speed, range and autonomy, as
well as reducing maintenance
requirements and offering a longer
service-life.
For this SDV, Saft has delivered a
complete package comprising the
Li-ion battery and charger. The 200
V, 20 kWh battery system is based
on Saft’s maintenance-free VL45E
cylindrical cells designed specifically
for regularly cycling charge/discharge applications that require a
battery with a significantly reduced
weight and volume. s experience
is invaluable for Saft in the move to
larger projects, such as submarines.
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At the time of writing, has completed
more than 600 operational dives with
work including pipeline inspection,
pipeline free-span remedial works such
as the installation of grout bags under
the spans.

Assault and Battery

The special forces use the SDV – a
small, piloted submersible craft – to
transfer from an offshore point, such
as a submarine, to a position close
to the coast, at which point the pilots
exit the vehicle and swim to land.
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This gives it a speed of 3kts and a
bollard pull of 700kgf. It can operate
in sea conditions up to sea state six. A
100HP hydraulic power unit is fitted as
standard.

The use of AUVs is increasing
globally, due to their mobility, flexibility
and capability of delivering high
quality and high resolution data
from the underwater environment. In
polar regions, they potentially offer a
number of advantages in also being
able to explore beneath the ice.
In practice, however, such sub-ice
operations are seldom conducted
because of the risk of losing the
vehicle.
This prompted AUV developers
Kongsberg Maritime and the
communications group WFS to
design the through-ice location and
communication system (TILACSys).
It will run for 24 months with the

Hallin’s CROV

objective of delivering a demonstrator
system that will be the first of its kind in
the world.
“Adapting our AUVs to allow large area
mapping of under ice areas is a key
strategy for us,” said Bjorn Jalving,
vice president of Kongsberg Maritime
Subsea, AUV department. “We will
pioneer the system on our HUGIN
1000 AUV.
“TILACSys will enable a surface
vessel, a helicopter or an
unmanned aerial vehicle to locate
and communicate with the AUV.
This reduced risk of vehicle loss
could increase the use of AUVs
and expand our knowledge of the
virtually unexplored underwater
arctic environment, increasing
human knowledge about
topography, oceanography, marine
life and marine systems in arctic
areas,” said Jalving.

Loop Antenna

Data Logger

Radio Modem

The TILACSys communications system Illustration: Jon Marquis
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ROV hat-trick nets
$2.5 million
Sub-Atlantic has delivered its third
ROV system in five months, in deals totalling
$2.5million. SeaROV Services has taken
delivery of a new Super Mohawk light
intervention system which is capable of
carrying out observation, survey, pipelay
support and non-destructive testing (NDT)
inspection operations at depths of up to
2000m.
Earlier this year, SubAtlantic delivered
another Super Mohawk to Mako Technologies
as well as a Mohican system to a subsea
contractor working in Asia.
The Super Mohawk, which is capable of
carrying a 60kg payload, is equipped with
multiple camera and sensor interfaces, AC
propulsion thrusters and live boat or tether
management system (TMS) operation.
Paul Watson, sales manager with SubAtlantic Inc, said: “The first two quarters of
2009 have been very successful for us and
delivery of the Super Mohawk marks what
we hope will be the beginning of a long and
rewarding partnership between
Sub-Atlantic and SeaROV.”
SeaROV president Jay Domangue said:
“The size and versatility of Super Mohawk
is a great solution for servicing clients for
inspection, maintenance and repair tasks
globally, allowing them to utilise a full sensor
package whilst also carrying out work tasks.”
The Super Mohawk with tether
management system

Proof of Concept
The southwest regional
maintenance center (SWRMC)
invited Seabotix to Pago Pago
in American Samoa to establish
a proof of concept for a new
underwater battle damage repair
(UBDR) function. During this
assessment, the Seabotix LBV
assisted mobile diving and salvage
unit one (MDSU ONE) divers with
a deep survey on a sunken WWII
navy oiler USS Chehahlis.
During the survey, the underwater
LBV video feed was broadcast live
worldwide using an Oceaneering
satellite uplink system which
had been loaded into the ROV
system prior to departure from San
Diego. This unique video feature
enabled officials at COMPACFLT,
COMSEVENTHFLT, USCG
Command Pacific, SWRMC,
San Diego, NAVSEA 00C,
Washington, DC and MDSUONE to review the ROV
footage in real time.
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In addition, the SWRMC ROV dive
team recorded over 20 hours of critical
underwater footage including a survey
of the wreck’s keel, the condition of the
ships aft wheel house and the structural
integrity of the main cargo holds. They
were also able to analyse the hull plating
to ascertain whether the vessel could
be successfully hot tapped – removing
oil from the ship’s fuel tanks into barges
moored on the surface, avoiding future
pollution and contamination of one of the
world’s most beautiful natural harbours.

The USS Chehahlis sank
in Pago-Pago harbour
in 1949 following a fuel
explosion at the island’s
only refuelling pier. The
ship initially came to rest
in 30ft of water, but has
gradually drifted down the
steep slope of the harbour
bottom to its final resting
place in 160ft of water.
The LBV operation established
a rapid response capability to
mobilise the vehicle, along with two
divers, to a remote site and transmit
a live underwater video feed. This
took a total travel and setup of only
12 hours from the time divers left
SWRMC until they deployed the
ROV over the side.
“The cost savings using the LBV
system – as opposed to flying a
full Navy dive team of 10 to 15
persons as well as hundreds of
pounds of dive equipment saved
an enormous amount,” said a
spokesman. “The ROV system
gives us capability to assess hull
and structural damage in order to
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make critical repair decisions in hours
instead of days,” he continued. “It
also permits us to communicate their
intentions immediately to various Fleet
counterparts.”

Taiwan Nuclear Power Plant recently used their newly acquired
LBV150N system to verify the
integrity of their reactor cooling
tank. Operating in a low radiation
area, the LBV inspected the cooling tank for signs of leakage and
areas in need of repair.

Nuclear ROV

.....
Sistac ROV
Marine diving and construction
specialist Sistac has chosen
Perry Slingsby Systems (PSS)
to provide their first workclass
ROV system for deployment
on a range of projects within
Brazil’s challenging deepwater
terrain.
PSS will deliver a Triton
XLX 39 system capable of
operating in depths of up to
3050m in late 2009. It will be
deployed from Sistac’s base
in Itaborai, Rio de Janeiro, to
support subsea activities for
Petrobras.
The Triton XLX 39 features a
Dynacon launch and recovery
system, A-60 rated control
van, multi-image video wall
and next generation ICE
(integrated controls engine)
real time control system plus
state of the art graphical
diagnostics.
Left; the Seabotix LBV
Below: the LBV being used in a
nuclear storage pond

The operating conditions are not suitable for
human divers due to radiation (as high as
10mSv), confined spaces and high temperatures. Taiwan nuclear power plant has been
using ROVs for inspecting their facility, however, the previous equipment was no longer
suitable. With the compact size, clear video
imagery, intuitive controls and capability the
LBV was chosen as the successor.
There are several LBVs being used around
the world in the nuclear industry. Most are
fitted with a high resolution 10x optical colour
zoom camera capable of resolving hairline
fractures.

Vehicle Options
Micro ROV manufacturer AC-CESS
has launched a suite of new vehicle
options for its AC-ROV underwater
inspection system. This includes
a new ultra short baseline (USBL)
positioning and tracking, thickness
gauge and variable intensity laser
scaling system.
The metal thickness gauge is used
for integrity monitoring in locations
previously inaccessible to divers,
other larger ROVs and underwater
inspection systems.
“The vehicle mounted probe
reduces inspection time and diver
costs,” said business development
manager Callum Magee. “There is
no specialist training requirements,
which means fast, accurate and
repeatable results. Measurements
can also be taken through coatings,
as there is no need for special
surface preparation, coating or
corrosion removal. Measurements
can also be electronically stored for
report generation.
“During high level survey and
search operations, there are many
situations where the operator needs
to know the location of the vehicle
with reference to the operator, or as
a global position reference.
“The ROV can also incorporate
a laser scaling system. This fully
integrated twin laser unit projects
two parallel laser beams onto any
target giving an exact indication
of scale. It uses variable intensity
lasers, so beam strength can be
adjusted according to the conditions
without compromising video quality.
It can also use an integrated Tritech
MicronNav USBL system transceiver
unit with its integral magnetic
compass and pitch/roll sensors into
the top buoyancy block of the ROV.
It retains the snag-free shape of
the ROV and can be configured to
input survey and GPS strings giving
survey level positioning data with a
real world location.

Above and below: The AC_ROV
with metal thickness probe and scale
measuring system
from the vehicle transponder with
attitude and heading data from the
surface transceiver.
“The MicronNav uses the very latest
spread spectrum acoustic technology,”
said McGee. “This provides robust
through-water communications between
the surface transceiver and the vehicle
transponder.
The transceiver is designed to
provide a 180deg hemispherical
coverage, allowing accurate vehicle
tracking in very shallow water. The
design of the transponder provides
omni-directional coverage.
AC-CESS has recently carried out
tests on a high performance thruster
(HPT). This offers greater vehicle speed,
power and excursion capability without
compromise of control or stability. The
HPT will be fitted to all new build
AC-ROVs as standard and is available
as a straight change-out component to
all existing users.

The MicronNav USBL calculates
vehicle position by combining
acoustic range and bearing data
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Smashing Grab

The dexrous grabber

250kg of weight at its full extension of 65in compared
to 54in for the RigMaster. The additional joints allow it
to withstand extreme loads through an overpressure
protection feature in the valve manifold allowing the joints
to absorb forces in two additional planes.

Schilling Robotics has unveiled its new manipulator
arm, the Atlas 7R dexterous grabber. The sevenfunction grabber offers an elbow joint replacing the
‘extend-retract’ manoeuvre of a five-function grabber.
This adds two degrees of freedom, making it a premium
option for performing complex tasks. The extended
range of motion allows the gripper to access targets from
acute angles.
In addition to dexterity, its lift-to-weight ratio is among the
strongest in the industry. ATLAS weighs only 5kg more
than Schilling’s current grabber, the RigMaster, yet lifts

The grabber has been undergoing field trials since
December, which have proven that Schilling’s attention
to kinematics, finite element analysis and reliability are
paying dividends in customer productivity.
“The enhancements to customer productivity are proven
in extremely heavy-lift work encountered during anchor
handling operations,” said Tim Ranstrom, manipulator
product manager for Schilling Robotics.
“The Atlas is also optimised for construction work such
as manipulating saws and grinders, and to position the
tools accurately and repeatedly. Its dexterity makes it very
effective at rigging operations, where it’s slender profile
allows unobstructed views of the tooling.”

Digital digits
Buoyed with the successful launch
of its all-electric manipulator arm,
CSIP is making a number of design
modifications in response to the requirements of specific clients. These
include different gearing ratios and
force feedback.

actuators can achieve an accuracy
of typically around 0.5mm in stroke
position. The computer control
electronics know where the arm is at
all times, and its exact position can
be displayed in three dimensions on
screen.

“We had planned to introduce the
basic arm to our potential clients and
then find out how to best to tailor it to
their needs while the design was still
at a fluid stage, rather than to bring
out a final design and make subsequent changes,” said Simon Gilligan,
Managing Director at CSIP.

Being digital, it is possible to
programme the arm to carry out
a specific task or select a task
from a function register in the
control software. The arm will then
automatically perform that
operation. It also has a learning
capacity.

Almost all manipulators are currently
hydraulic. These require a pump
and valve pack to be hosted on the
ROV to provide power for the arms.
By removing these items in the
all-electric system, it decreases the
weight of the vehicle while removing
the possibility of hydraulic fluid leaking
out in the case of an accident.

Since the control system knows where
the arm is, it is possible to have two
arms working together and enables
greater accuracy. The computer
can also set a zone of exclusion
to prevent one arm from hitting
the other.

The principal advantage of electric
arms is that they are considerably
more controllable, and this is what
has appealed to users such as those
in subsea archaeology, oceanography
offshore operations and defence
fields. The digital positioning of the
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“We are currently fine-tuning our force
feedback mechanism built into the
jaws,” said Simon Gilligan. “This can
measure any resistance to pressure
and prevent over-gripping and crushing
the object to be moved. It should be
possible to pick up fragile artefacts
by imparting minimal and controlled
pressure on the jaws.”

“We have also changed the gearing
in response to client comments. The
original arm was very quick but at a
cost of sacrificing power. The latest
iteration is slower but can pick up a
weight of 65kg in water, although in
practice, we wouldn’t really want to
approach this limit as it could exceed
the lifting capacity of the entire ROV.”
CSIP’s designers have also modified
the way the arms are stored on the
ROV while it is travelling to site. The
new design will provide a much
smaller footprint. The new

jaws also have
a removable cutter.
However it is the new
control system which
is seeing the greatest
benefits.

CSIP’s digital
manipulator
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Vehicles

Coral Communities

A Saab Seaeye Falcon DR ROV
has been heavily involved in an
expedition to discover new coral
communities deep in the Gulf of
Mexico. The four year project to
investigate a series of unexplored
sites along the northern Gulf of
Mexico between 300 and 1000m,
was funded by the NOAA Office of
Ocean Exploration and Research
and the US Mineral Management
Service.
Deployed from the NOAA Ship
Nancy Foster, the Seaeye Falcon
has been undertaking large scale
photographic surveys and collecting key species in a project known
as Lophelia II 2008: Deepwater
Coral Expedition: Reefs, Rigs, and
Wrecks.
The ROV is also gathering information on conditions for coral
colonisation and growth. Sensors on the ROV acquire data on
temperature, salinity, dissolved
oxygen concentration, pH, turbidity
(amount of material suspended in
the water) and fluorescence (how
much of the suspended material is
plant matter from the upper depths
of the ocean or land).
Able to hold steady, even in strong
currents, the Falcon DR can manoeuvre precisely and gather even
the most delicate corals giving
sharp images.
SeaView Systems, owners of the
1000m deepwater-rated Falcon
ROV, subcontracted their vehicle
to Seavison Marine Services for
the project. It came complete with
a full inspection and sample col-
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Hardsuit Thrusters
Atmospheric diving suits manufacturer
OceanWorks International has fitted the latest
design Saab Seaeye XT thrusters into its
new Quantum Q2 hardsuit system. Power
in the new XT thrusters has been doubled
whilst keeping size the same low weight. This
makes it easier for a diver to lift heavier loads
and operate in even stronger currents when
undertaking delicate and difficult tasks.
Closed loop velocity feed-back gives both
diver and supervisor total control over thrust
and trim settings. It also provides troubleshooting and diagnostics information to
the supervisor at the surface. Voice communication is also easier between pilot and
supervisor as the new thrusters are quiet in
operation. The hardsuit can also carry
ROV-like sensors and navigation aids.

An XT thruster installed
on a hardsuit

lection suite that includes external
Nuytsun LED illumination,
Hydrolek 5-function manipulator,
Linkquest USBL acoustic positioning and Tritech altimeter. It operates from a 20ft shipping container
which acts as a combined control
van/workshop.
The key to operating these units
and all the equipment aboard the
ROV, is a distributed intelligence
control system where each of the
128 devices can be individually
controlled by its own microprocessor. Five brushless DC thrusters
make this possible with each
thruster’s drive electronics giving
velocity feedback for precise control in all directions.
Images taken by a Saab Seaeye Falcon.
Photos courtesy of US Minerals
Management Service, NOAA OER
Lophelia II study and Chief Scientist
Erik Cordes

ISO 9001:2008
Saab Seaeye has been awarded
ISO 9001:2008 accreditation
from Det Norske Veritas (DNV).
It recognises that Saab Seaeye
has verifiable, consistent and
continually improving systems for
management control, safety and
quality.

Underwater Vehicles

.....
To achieve certification, Det Norske
Veritas say that an organisation
must undergo a rigorous and
comprehensive assessment to
demonstrate that their processes
and organisation meet defined
standards of quality that instil trust
and confidence in the company’s
customers and prospects.
For Saab Seaeye, DNV
certification underpins its strategy
for continued market growth and
technological innovation.

NEW OPTIONS
USBL POSITION REFERENCE
THICKNESS GAUGE
LASER SCALING
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UNDERWATER
A major limiting factor of small shipshaped survey vessels is the wave
heights in which they can work. This
prompted Chichester-based engineers
ASV to design a new unmanned
semi-submersible vehicle with, and on
behalf of, C&C Technologies. It can
carry out operations in wave heights
out of the range of many traditional
vessels.
The first vehicle is currently being
transported to C&C Technologies’
base in Louisiana for the next phase
of testing. The company contends
that this vehicle could result in lower
survey costs surveys by not having to
employ larger boats.

Enterpris
Payload space for
sonar, process and
storage electronics

Air inlet and
communications
housing

Called the USS 6300, the unmanned
semi submersible is an evolution of
the SASS survey and surveillance
platform which was designed by
ASV back in 2001. It broadly retains
the same cruciform shape of its
predecessor, although modified to
meet specific survey demands.
C&C envisages using the USS 6300
to support or replace the traditional
hydrographic survey launch. These
conventionally-shaped vessels, with
their hull-mounted sonar, are typically
around 30ft but are limited to waves of
around 0.5–1m which can restrict their
application.
“A boat has a relatively large
waterplane – the projected area of hull
lying in contact with the water relative
to its displacement,” said Dan Hook,
technical director of ASV. “As a wave
passes across the boat, the buoyancy
afforded by this large waterplane
pushes the hull up and down.
“At the other end of the spectrum
would be a vessel with no waterplane
at all – a submarine or conventional
AUV. This allows it to work
independently of waves but is limited
in other ways.
The USS 6300 ASV can be
considered as a hybrid compromise
between the two extremes, with the
hull being submerged and only a
tower or mast protruding through the
surface. Because this has a much
smaller waterplane, the vertical
accelerations are of an order of
magnitude smaller than the boat,
which accounts for the greater
stability.
“The original SASS design featured
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Releasable
nose-cone
for launch
and recovery

Multibeam sonar

Annotaded diagram of
the unmanned semi

Attachment for the
sidescan sonar
transducers

submersible
USS 6300

Lead-filled keel
gives the vehicle
stability
Variable fuel space enough to give 4kts

a very high tower, balanced by a long
keel,” said Dan Hook. “One of the
design requirements demanded by
C&C Technologies, however, was the
ability to launch it from the back of a
vessel in a similar way that it deploys
its suite of Hugin AUVs. This
meant a smaller keel section and
similarly, a smaller tower section.
“The sonar engineers at C&C
had a very good fix on what
motions were allowable and
what weren’t. The design we
developed together allows surveying
in a maximum of 2m wave heights
although it can survive in much
greater sea states.”

for four days or 8kts for two days

Left: The more
cruciform SASS.
The lower keel is
foreshortened in the
USS 6300
Right: The USS6300
undergoing sea trials

ing USS
Advantages
Single lift point

Aluminium watertight
mast housing vehicle
services, exhausts,
ducts

The fact that the USS 6300 resides in
the middle of the boat/AUV spectrum,
means that it has both advantages and
disadvantages over both systems
Twin rudder

Marine diesel engine

Slow turning
propeller

“Being surface-piercing means that,
unlike its AUV counterpart, the USS
6300 can maintain a constant satellite
fix to ensure positioning accuracy.
AUVs, conversely, only get their
satellite fix when on the surface and
then use the less accurate intertial
navigation to maintain position. But it is
due to its constant contact with air, that
its main advantage comes into play in
the form of an impressive
endurance,” said Dan
Hook.

it was easier to service on an
undulating deck level than having to
climb onto a tower. Vehicle noise was
less of an issue for sonar work.
The main advantage over the surface
vessel is the greater operational
envelope. Examining global wave
statistics, work in severe climates
could be limited to 4-6 weeks a year
with a boat.
A second advantage is that the
USS 6300 is unmanned. At a length
of only 6.3m, many of the support
facilities typical of surface vessels
can, therefore, be removed, making
it smaller and cheaper for the same
sensor-carrying ability. Payload
sensors include a keel-mounted side
scan sonar, multibeam echosounder,
and CTD. The mast includes a video
camera, C-Nav DGPS, and wireless
antenna for high-speed telemetry of
data.

Underwater Vehicles

VEHICLES

Below: Tank trials at the Marin basin in
the Netherlands comparing the USS
6300 shape with a conventional high
waterplane vessel and with its SASS
-shape predecessor

AUVs are powered by
stored energy in batteries.
The fact that the USS6300
can intake air and exhaust
gas to the surface,
however, means that they
can use far more efficient
diesel propulsion.
Powered by a 30hp diesel
engine, the high energydensity of the diesel fuel
enables the vehicle to
survey at a speed of 4kts
for four days or 8kts for
two days. This makes it
suitable for large nautical
charting surveys and
mine counter measure
applications.
“The first SASS design
had an engine at the
top of the tower, which
was good at reducing
underwater noise and
appealing for military
applications,” said Dan
Hook. “The engine was
brought into the hull for
later SASS models.”
The advantage of the
lower engine was that
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Sonar Suite
Kongsberg Mesotech has launched
its latest 1171 series of multifrequency, fast scanning obstacle
avoidance, imaging and profiling
sonars. The sonar heads have
been essentially developed to meet
the demands of the ROV industry,
in both shallow and deep ocean
applications.
In addition to the choice of operating
frequencies, the sonar heads feature
faster scanning rates, improved
range resolution and even clearer
sharper images all in a more
compact lighter housing.

Imaging Sonar
The dual transducer design
allows for optimised operational
configuration for both long range
target acquisition and shorter
range imaging detail, “said Gavin
Cullimore, sales manager for
offshore systems at Kongsberg
Mesotech.
One transducer operates at

frequencies between 300 and
400kHz, with a beam angle of 2.7
deg by 30 deg at 330 kHz. It has a
maximum range of 300m and a range
resolution of 2cm.
The second transducer operates
between 450kHz and 700kHz with 1.4
deg by 40 deg beam angle at 675kHz.
It has a maximum range of 100M at
675kHz.

Dual 1171 profilers showing pipeline

The transducers are protected within
an oil filled, pressure compensated
dome.

designed to have very fast scan
rates allowing for greater survey
speeds to be used during ROV
pipeline survey applications.

The telemetry is RS 485 and RS
232 compatible and is automatically
sensed and configured at start-up
to match the telemetry format and
speed available. Telemetry uplink
rates of 460kbps can be utilised. The
sonar head operation is configured
and controlled using the MS 1000
software based sonar processor
“The 1171 provides the operator
with improved sample resolution
and image clarity allowing for easier
identification and differentiation
between targets,”said Cullimore. “It
is lighter than previous units and is
rated to a depth of 4000m.”

Proﬁling Heads
Another component of the suite are
the mutli frequency profiling heads.
The profiling heads have been

The operator can select the
operating frequency to be between
675kHz and 1.35MHz. At the higher
frequency (1.35MHz) a beam angle
of 1 deg can be achieved.
Lastly Kongsberg Mesotech has
introduced a new subsea power
supply and telemetry interface unit
that allows the operator to connect
multiple sonar heads (up to six) to
a single subsea hub. Each device
connected to the hub utilises RS
485 telemetry. The output from
subsea hub is a 10/100 base-T
ethernet.
The new 1171 sonar heads are
supplied with standard 4000m depth
rated housing. Deeper depth rated
versions can also be supplied upon
request.

The Kongsberg sonar suite
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Side Scan Bathymetry
L-3 Communications Klein
Associates recently brought its
technology-refreshed Klein 5000
V-2 side scan sonar to the market.
The company has now developed
an interferometric bathymetry
capability for this system.
Known as the Klein System
5000 V-2 Bathy, its development
included a complete redesign of
the system electronics and major
improvements to the acoustic
arrays. The result is a multibeam side scan that offers swath
bathymetry, FM chirp, significantly
improved signal-to-noise dynamic
calibration, time synchronisation of
attitude data, as well as numerous
other product improvements.
The Klein 5000 V2 swath
bathymetry functionality uses
advanced interferometric
signal processing to produce

Above: Shipwreck near rock outcropping bathymetry using
L-3 Communications Klein Associates’ new 5000 V2 bathy system
simultaneous estimates of the seabed
topography out to the full-swath
extent of the sonar, typically 10–12
times the overall altitude of the tow
fish. This data is co-registered with
the resulting side scan backscatter
imagery and can be used to more
accurately position seabed targets.
Other key features of the Klein 5000
V2 include a new reconnaissance
mode, which extends long range
coverage to 250m per side while
maintaining along track resolution
at 10cm to 38m, 20cm to 75m

increasing to 36cm to 150m and
50cm to 250m. The frequency
modulated Chirp capability yields
consistent cross track resolution at
all range settings and speeds.
There is also an option for a high
accuracy attitude sensor. When
coupled with L-3 Klein’s image
stabilisation software embedded
in Klein’s SonarPro, even greater
image enhancements are provided
to the end user. The 5000 V-2
is also available in an AUV
configuration.
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Changing the Rules

Shadow Display

Kongsberg’s model EM 2040 sonar, claimed to be the
world’s only true wide band high resolution multibeam
system, has been formally released. It is designed
to meet all requirements for shallow water mapping
and survey inspection. This is achieved through high
resolution and performance, including the ability
to fulfil required along-track coverage at twice the
normal survey speed.

IXSEA chose the UK naval port
of Plymouth to demonstrate
its Shadows seabed mapping
sonar, together with the
oceanographic and marine
innovation support company
GEOSA.

The EM 2040 is highly flexible and can be used for
multiple applications. Its 400kHz frequency is used
for very high resolution inspection, 300 kHz for
near bottom survey and 200 kHz for deeper waters.
Kongsberg Maritime has integrated several advanced
functions to this unique design. These include
Dual swath per ping to allow twice the survey
speed
FM chirp to achieve a much longer range
capability
Complete roll, pitch and yaw stabilisation
Nearfield focusing both during transmit and
receive
Modular system with beamwidths of 0.5x1,
1x1 and 1x2
“The introduction of the EM 2040 multibeam will
definitely set a new standard in the shallow water
mapping and survey inspection market. It is the
only true wideband multibeam in the market today,
with multiple operation frequencies and a very high
resolution and performance,” said Helge Uhlen,
product sales manager, hydrography, Kongsberg
Maritime. “It is a flexible solution and can be used
across multiple applications. We believe that this new
‘all in one multibeam’ will be a market leader in the
years to come.”

The two week mobilisation,
which included IXSEA’s GAPS
pre-calibrated USBL, saw more
than fifteen companies from
European-based offshore and
hydrographic survey industries
witness the real time data
acquisition and processing
capabilities across its full 600m
swath coverage.
IXSEA demonstrated route
survey, environmental and
archaeological recognisance
and detailed wreck surveys
which were well received by
industry representatives.
Richard Parkinson, Director
IXSEA Offshore said: “Like

Ixsea’s Shadows sonar

many marine equipment
manufacturers before us,
IXSEA has utilised the diverse
geological, bathymetric and
anthropogenic artefacts
available in Plymouth to
demonstrated the step
change in seabed mapping
that Shadows delivers.
Based in Oreston at the
mouth of the Plym, GEOSA
currently provides permanent
employment for six people
and accumulated over 1000
man days of employment
through its project based
activity in 2008.
GEOSA is in the final stages
of the redevelopment of its
site, which will see a new
2.7 acre quayside facility
with craneage and dedicated
marine assets.

The basic EM 2040 consists of four units; transmit
transducer, receive transducer, processing unit and
an operator workstation. The EM 2040 has a standard
depth rating of 6000 m and is fully prepared for
installation and operation on subsea vehicles such as
AUVs and ROVs.
The EM 2040 fits well in Kongsberg Maritime’s
extensive product portfolio and
enables the worlds leading
multibeam manufacturer to
offer a complete range of
systems; from deep water
survey with the EM 122 and
EM 302, through medium
water with EM 710 and now,
the EM 2040 for shallow water
survey and inspection together
with the EM 3002 and the
GeoSwath+.
The EM 2040 sonar
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The A7 Mini Submarine South of Plymouth Sound

The new Kongsberg
1171 Series Scanning Sonar

The next generation.
Profiling, imaging, bathy sensor, altimeter, and power/telemetry
interface, individually or combined to give you the clearest subsea picture yet.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All-in-one sonar survey sensor suite
Multifrequency high-resolution imagery
Multifrequency profiling
Depth-rated to 4000m standard,
6000m optional
Subsea power/telemetry interface
Ultra high-speed scanning rates
Rugged and reliable MS 1000R processor
Integrated trackplotter for
geo-referencing targets
Target tracking

The all-new Kongsberg 1171
Series of sonar heads makes
your subsea survey operations
more accurate, cost-effective,
and profitable than they’ve
ever been.
To find out how the 1171
Series can transform your
offshore business, e-mail
or call one of our technical
specialists for product and
application information.
KONGSBERG MESOTECH LTD.
1598 Kebet Way, Port Coquitlam,
BC Canada V3C 5M5 • Tel. +1.604.464.8144
E-mail: km.sales.vancouver@kongsberg.com

www.kongsberg-mesotech.com

Clockwise from bottom left: 2 x multi-frequency
profiling sonar heads • ROV power/telemetry
interface unit • altimeter • dual-transducer imaging
sonar head • bathymetric sensor • MS 1000R
digital telemetry processor

WORLD CLASS... through people, technology and
dedication
UT AUGUST 2009
2
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Tritech has been carrying out field
trials prior to the release of its latest
Gemini 720i multibeam imaging
sonar. Weighing only 1kg in water, the
compact device is aimed primarily at
the ROV and AUV markets.
“Most imaging sonars work by a
rotating transducer on a stepper
motor,” explained sales executive at
Tritech, Chris Booth. “A ping is sent
out, an echo is picked up, and the
transducer rotates a predetermined
number of degrees, where the
process is repeated. The individual
images are then stitched together and
an image is built up.”

50m. Closer range inspection was
also possible within 20cm of the sonar
head.

Because of the method of capture,
there is an inherent time delay while
the transducer returns to the original
point to refresh the previous image.
The Gemini, however, uses
multibeam technology, constantly
sending 256 beams of sound over
a 120 deg sector, which results in
a much faster update and higher
resolution imaging.

“The ribbed structure of the 40ft
shipping container was clearly visible.
The image of the Sabre tank clearly
showed two open turret hatches.
Other targets viewed at close range
also showed good detail of the rugged
nature of the quarry floor beyond,”
said John Smith, Technical Director at
Tritech.

“It effectively gives the operator
real-time underwater imaging”
said Chris Booth. “With 720kHz
operating frequency and state of the
art processing electronics, Gemini
720i produces images of superb
clarity. This makes it ideal for ROV
navigation and obstacle avoidance as
well as diver detection.”

The Hunter aircraft of 50’s vintage was
of particular interest. The measurement
function within the Gemini software
showed a total length of 14m and
wingspan of 10 metres, compared with
the construction dimensions of 14m
and 10.26m respectively. Integrated
sound velocity sensor assisted in
providing the sharpest image possible,
with accurate ranging.

Mutibeam technology is readily
available in larger units, however, it is
the ability to mount it on a very small
ROVs that makes the Gemini stand
out. The trials included using it with a
micro ROV.
The most recent trials were carried
out in a flooded quarry which is
used for diver training. Various
objects of interest to divers have
been placed on the quarry floor at
depths of between 5m and 13m. In
these locations, visibility is usually
restricted to 3 or 4m.
The submerged targets, including a
container, two sunken boats, a 5m
long Sabre light tank on a low loader,
and a Hawker Hunter fighter aircraft,
were inspected using the Gemini
mounted on a micro ROV. Images
were recognised at a field range of
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“While all data was available in real

Google Sonar
A growing number of organisations,
universities, ports, river authorities,
survey companies are interested
in visualising their own sonar and
magnetometer data in Google Earth.
With the new release of Ixsea’s Delph
sonar V 2.7 has an easy and intuitive
export functionality to Google Earth in
sonar interpretation.
Delph sonar interpretation enhances
sonar data interpretation in a very
user friendly environment. Export of
.XTF sonar data into Google Earth is
accurate, quick and easy.

time, it was also logged for postmission inspection including zoom-in
function,” said John Smith. “This was
a great opportunity to test the Gemini
on some unusual and occasionally
complex underwater targets. The
results particularly demonstrated
good data quality imagery across the
full width of the viewing window, and
excellent near field resolution. Gemini’s
ability to operate from such a small
mounting platform as the micro ROV
was also very pleasing”.
The multibeam sonar has an effective
angular resolution of 0.5deg The range
resolution is 8mm (0.3in) and the sonar
scan rate 10-30Hz (range dependant).
Weighing 3.9Kg (8.82lb) in air or
1.2Kg (2.65lb) in water, the package
is 110mm (4.33in) in height, 135mm
(5.31in) in width and has a depth of
depth 228mm (8.98in). It has a depth
rating of 300m (984ft) with a deeper
version planned for the future.

DELPH Sonar
V 2.7 sonar
interpretation
software

EdgeTech has ecen y deve oped a
new 850 DF ve y h gh equency 850
kHz dynam ca y ocused s de scan
sona sys em has been des gned o
m a y app ca ons whe e u a h gh
eso u on mage y s equ ed n o de
o de ec sma a ge s

o ex s ng REMUS sys ems hus
g ea y educ ng cos y me spen on
su veys

The sys em was des gned spec fica y
o n eg a on n o sma po ab e
AUVs such as Hyd o d s REMUS 100
veh c e w h ca e u a en on pa d o
we gh s ze and powe consump on

n add on o s de scan sona
EdgeTech a so o e s a w de va e y
o Fu Spec um CH RP sub bo om
p ofi ng sys ems ha p ov de h gh
pene a on and eso u on These
sys ems ange n equency om
500Hz–24 kHz w h a max mum pen
e a on o be ween 40–200m c ay

.....

The 850 DF can a so eas y be config
u ed o use on o he AUVs as we as
o owed and hos ed p a o ms

The 850 DF uses EdgeTech s p op
e a y Fu Spec um CH RP echno ogy
n add on o dynam c ocus ng ech
n ques o u he enhance ong ange
eso u on As a esu he 850 DF
gene a es sha p u a h gh eso u
on sona mages a w ce he ange

Sonar

Focussed Side Scan

EIVA has added the R2Sonic
Sonic 2024 broadband multibeam
echosounder system to its rental pool.
This is based on fifth generation sonar
architecture that networks all of the
modules and embeds the processor
and controller in the sonar head’s
receive module to make for a simple
installation.
Sonardyne has signed a major
contract in China for its Sentinel
intruder detection sonar (IDS) system.
Designed to protect vessels, ports and
waterside installations from intrusion
by divers, swimmers or surface
vehicles, Sentinel uses innovative
sonar technology and intelligent
software to automatically detect,
track and classify underwater threats.

mage om EdgeTech s 850 DF
s de scan sona sys em show ng deb s
and sma a ge s a 65m ange

Reson has been awarded a
contract by NetSurvey to deliver two
SeaBat 7125-SV multibeam sonar
systems in dual-head configuration.

The transceiver provides an
integrated multiport serial card and
is available with PDS2000 preinstalled for data acquisition and
display as well as data processing
on the same hardware platform.

Fabrication commenced at
Subsea 7’s pipeline bundle fabrication facility at Wester site in Wick, NE
Scotland, in October 2007. Offshore
operations are due to take place in the
near future using a construction support vessel and a diving support vessel
from Subsea 7’s fleet.

The infrastructure essentially consists of a 3km, 8in pipeline bundle
with a towhead at either end. At the
production end, it will be connected
to the two subsea wells on Jura,
while at the other end, it will be
connected into the existing Forvie
North subsea manifold. From there,

High integrity pipeline protection
systems (HIPPS) to allow the safe
shut-down of the high pressure
wellstream in emergencies

From the manifold, the wells are connected from rigid super-duplex spools, with
separate control jumpers to each of the
Jura well sites.
Conversely, at the Forvie end, there is a
small towhead (60t, 12m long) with simple
valve assemblies and terminations into the
jumpers and spools that connect to the
existing manifold.
Tubular steel support frame
with a length of 40.16m, and a
design weight of 463t

For example, wall thicknesses of up to 36mm are necessary to withstand the conditions. These were predictably
very difficult to weld. However, suitable procedures were
developed and utilised successfully.
Jura’s high integrity pipeline protection system (HIPPS) will
be one of the few of its type in the world located
subsea.

Cryogenic cooling spool The product
from the Jura wells has to be cooled
so that it does not exceed the
maximum reception temperature at
the Forvie manifold

Choke valves

Power, signal and
control lines
8 cables and
2 fibre optics
6 at 0.5in
3 at 1in

Sleeve pipe
329mm,
7.1mm wall

What is now considered a prototype for
this advanced system, was developed
through a Joint Industry Project in 20002003 and installed at CNR’s Lyell field in
2005 in 150m water depth. This prototype
MultiBooster pump has now gained more
than two years of operating experience
without any failure. What puts the King
development into the record books,
however, is the depth and step-out
distances involved. At depths in excess of
1700m below sea level, the King facilities
are in water almost twice as deep as the

Towing
route to
Jura

Jura Module 1
retrievable module with a length
of 16.3m, a
5.6m width and
a 6.95m height.
It weighs 157t

Jura Module 2
retrievable module with a length
of 11m, a 5.6m width and a
6.95m height. It weighs 85t

Process valves

Multiphase flow
meter (back) to
monitor flow

Left: Section of a the pipeline bundle. Above: The Jura towhead

Power distribution
Along with the subsea pumps, a number
of other technological barriers were
challenged to support the King project.
One such was the long distance, high
voltage distribution system capable of
controlling multiple pumps at different
speeds using advanced variable-speed
drive systems. This had to overcome two
challenges: an overall system design
that avoided ‘cross talk’ or interference
between high voltage and low voltage
power cables, and harmonic distortion
and resonance phenomena (which
increase with step-out distance).
“When we started the work on BP
King, there was an assumption by

“Avoiding subsea transformers has
tremendous consequences for cost
and reliability optimisation. We went
through a detailed phase with third-party
verification and convinced ourselves that
this was feasible. The electrical design is
now proven through successful start-up
and operation of the two pumps. The
umbilical and connectors are rated to
supply 6600 volts to the subsea pump’.
Umbilicals linking the pumps to the
distant control platform were developed
as self-contained delivery lines for
hydraulic fluids, chemical feeds and
lubrication oil, as well as high voltage
power to the pumps and low voltage
power to the control system, so
reducing weight and cost. They also
house a new fibreoptic communications
system to ensure high speed pump
response in respect to speed and
lubricant oil pressure.

The Pump
The pump has four parts:
the motor barrel and
cartridge, and the pump
barrel and cartridge.
The installation does
not require a specialised
running tool. It is linked to
a wire and lowered into
position

High voltage wet mate
connector interface

Pressure volume regulator.
Retrievable and dually redundant,
it prevents the wellstream from
entering into the oil-filled motor by
ensuring the pressure in the motor
is higher at all times than the pressure in the pump (opposite side of
the pump)

The ROV panel
interface allowing
remote hookup and
override

Retrievable
subsea control
module

ROV-deployable
valves

Submarine Rescue System

Being entirely submerged throughout the tow, the
bundle can cope with significant wave heights.
However, the pipeline can be temporarily laid on the
seabed if weather becomes sever,e and monitored
by a guard vessel to warn other sea users of its presence on the seabed.

Borneman is one of the leading providers of this technology and was selected
The Borneman twin screw
by Aker Kvaerner when it started, its
MultiBooster development almost ten
years ago. The twin screw pump cartridge for the BP King pumps
was also supplied by Borneman. The twin counter-rotating screws
can be described as an ‘infinite piston.
“Competing pumps use helicoaxial designs in which the impellers
rotate up to 4000 rpm and create a head of pressure. In contrast,

The work with BP resulted in
a MultiBooster design that can be modified for use in a large
variety of other fields. ‘One of the advantages of the motor and
pump cartridge is that within the same barrel it is possible to fit
cartridges with different capacities. By changing the pitch and
diameter of the screw, this can provide more or less flow and
pressure to suit specific field characteristics’.

Aker Kvaerner says that with the
experience provided by achievements
like King, StatoilHydro Kristin (HPHT)
and its 3000m subsea systems delivered
to Petrobras, it is now ready to take its
pumps (both its multiphase pump and
their liquid pump) to deeper water and
higher pressure.
“While this multiphase pump is designed

for streams with a high gas content,
we also see a need for a liquid
booster pump,” said Nyborg. “We are
currently delivering such a pump for
StatoilHydro Tyrihans project. While
this is designed for raw sea water
duty, the same pump can be used for
liquid hydrocarbons with little or no gas
present.”
“This is a commercial breakthrough
for our other type of pump, the
LiquidBooster Pump. The pump
hydraulics (ie pump cartridge) itself
has been proven through numerous
installations topside and onshore in
heavy duty applications. A 7.5MW
version of this liquid pump was recently
delivered to the StatoilHydro Brage
platform for topside installation”.
“The liquid pump can provide
significantly higher pressure increase
than any multiphase pump. This

Santos, Subsea 7, Transocean,

feature is currently being looked into for
several ultra deep water oil fields around
the world. It can be used in applications
where a multiphase pump is unnecessary.

A new submarine rescue system
capable of rapid worldwide deployment in the event of a submarine
accident, is in the final stages of
completion at Westhill, Aberdeen.

“We have recognised that in some
deepwater developments there are
applications where multi phase pumps are
not required because they are planning to
operate at wellhead pressures above the
oil’s bubble point, where the gas does not
flash out of the wellstream.

Since 2004, Divex has been working
closely with Rolls-Royce and the
Ministry of Defence, on decompression chambers to form part of a
rescue system known as the NSRS
(NATO submarine rescue system).
This is a three-nation collaborative
programme (France, Norway and
the UK). The final design, manufacturing and assembly stages of the
NSRS TUP (transfer under pressure) system are currently taking
place, with the work being led by
Divex’s NSRS project leader Peter
Williamson.

“These pumps are highly effective and
work at pressures up to 300 bar, compared
to multiphase pumps that are limited to a
maximum of around 100 bar (maximum for
any installed multiphase pump is 50 bar as
on BP King).
“Through the testing on StatoilHydro
Tyrihans Project, we have proved the
LiquidBooster design up to 2.8MW”,
concluded Nyborg.

The system will transfer up to 72

rescuees in two doublelock
chambers and one transfer lock. It
is equipped with decontamination
and life support systems and is
capable of handling submariners
operating in depths of 600m below
sea level.
Apart from the obvious challenges in building a rescue system
of this size – it will be the largest
and most capable rescue system
in the world; the company was
faced with designing and
manufacturing a system that can
be deployed anywhere in the
world within 72 hours.
The system had to be light enough
to be carried by suitable aircraft and
strong enough so that it could sustain the toughest of sea conditions.
Once aboard a suitable vessel,

the safety fastenings that secure
the system onto the mother ship
had to be adaptable and, therefore,
designed and engineered so that
they could be used on a wide range
of vessels throughout the world.
As a measure of the quality
and safety standards employed
throughout, the system is being designed, manufactured and
tested under Lloyds Register
survey and will be Classified for
unrestricted operation worldwide.

Oceanology
4D Underwater Observatory

T

he NEPTUNE Canada
project could revolutionise
the understanding of the
oceans in the same way that the
Hubble telescope is changing
mankind’s understanding of outer
space. It will add a new
dimension to observing
underwater processes.

Total Corporate Foundation
and Woodside, with associated
partners and scientific
collaborators including SEA
(South East Asia) Serpent

This could have ramifications in many areas
of oceanography, improving climate prediction models, discovering
new energy sources,
understanding controls
on fish stocks with
greater accuracy and
even providing tsunami
warnings.

Group (Universites of Hawaii,
Sydney, Technology Sydney,
Wollongong and Western
Australia); the Universities of
Louisiana State, Aberdeen

The pump module is lowered down
onto the vertical connector of the
pump flowbase manifold.

Aker Kvaerner did not supply the BP King
umbilical, however, the Umbilical Business
Stream of Aker Kvaerner Subsea can
also deliver such umbilicals. They are
currently delivering a combined power and
service umbilical for installation in 2700m
water depth for Petrobras’ Cascade
and Chinook development. They have
made significant ground in developing an
expertise in deepwater umbilicals. They
have also pioneered carbon fibre umbilical
technology to solve integrity issues in
really deep water.

Chevron, Kongsberg, Nexen,
Oceaneering, StatoilHydro,

Five years later, the SERPENT
(Scientific and Environmental
ROV Partnership using Existing
iNdustrial Technology) project
places the submarine technology
of the oil industry into the service
of marine scientists.

International Rescue
the twin screw pump essentially locks-in the wellstream from
the suction inlet and pushes it firmly through into the outlet to
meet whatever pressure is in the pipeline,” said Knut Nyborg.
This design is inherently less dependent on gas content and works
with a 0-98% the gas void fraction.
Other advantages are that as it
rotates at less than 1800 rpm, making it less susceptible to wear and
because of the way it works, any
pressure surges are attenuated. The
pumping action is also less likely to
whip oil and gas into an emulsion,
making it easier to separate at the
platform. This pump is especially
useful for heavy fluids.

Serpent Partners include BP,

Serpentine Gallery
Starting out as a two-week pilot
study with BP in the West of
Shetland drilling area using two
ROVs onboard the MSV Regalia,
experiments documenting species
behaviour and distribution around
an active oil field development
soon found behavioural traits of
known species that could never
have been predicted.

Each pump
station is
mounted on
a suction
pile with the
pump installed
inside a
manifold, and
measures
33x20x13ft
and weighs
92t

The wellstream enters
through the vertical
connector on the inlet
side of the pump

Partners

P RO J E C T S E R P E N T

A typical ROV

What’s the difference between the
pilot of a remotely operated vehicle
(ROV) and a marine biologist?
A unique project, SERPENT, is
blurring this distinction.

King Pin

The bundle is towed to the infield parking area and
then maneuvered in an off-bottom tow to its final
position. The Jura towhead will be positioned 25m
south east of the production wells and tied in by rigid
spools. The towhead at Forvie will be located around
60m south east of the manifold and tied in by rigid
spools and jumpers.

Offshore

(Oceanlab), Newcastle and

Smithsonian, Offshore Energy

NOCS and of course, the SUT.

Barents Sea, USA, Australia, the
North Sea, West of Shetland and
Norwegian margin.
A vital component of the project
involves materials sent by ROV
pilots employed offshore operators.
Researchers see any
interesting footage of
marine creatures,
while the ROV
pilots become

part-time marine biologists. So
far, the project has received over
1000 hours of footage around the
world, some of which has included
evidence of new species.
Film sequences from the Gulf of
Mexico showing a large squid
at 3000m water-depth provided
evidence of a new species to
colleagues at the Smithsonian
Museum.

Spacer

In August 2007, the first end of the cable loop
was connected to the University of Victoria’s
shore station in Port Alberni. In November, the
other end of the cable was winched ashore,
closing the loop which lies as deep as 2600m.
An ROV has inspected sections of the cable
route to ensure proper placement and burial.
Alcatel-Lucent designed, manufactured and
installed much of this infrastructure equipment
and technology.

Giant clubsponge Chondrocladia gigantea

Further deepwater Gulf footage
has yielded evidence of two new
genera of large siphonophores,
both in excess of 40ft in length. A
simple baited trap, made out of a
soft drink bottle deployed from a
BP rig in Angola was retrieved by
ROV after a day and contained six
completely new species of shrimplike amphipods.
ROV footage has revealed the extent

For more information, visit
Clam feeding
www.serpentproject.com
with blue
tentacles
or contact
Daniel Jones: dj1@noc.soton.ac.uk,
Andrew Gates: arg3@noc.soton.ac.uk
Rob Curry: r.curry@noc.soton.ac.uk
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Bluestream recently took delivery of
its second Sub-Atlantic TMS for one
of its existing ROVs enabling longer

32

It then orientates along its main
axis in order to lie parallel with the
ship’s hull, staying in contact using
its thrusters. It then crawls along the
walls to be inspected using its tracks.

excursions at greater depth.
Bluestream’s ROV Business
Manager, Michel Hebert
commented: “Sub-Atlantic’s
Tether Management systems
have shown reliability in the
harsh environmental conditions
in which Bluestream’s projects
use them. Our experience with
the TMS systems is one of the
main reasons why we have
selected the Comanche. We
consider it to be the most capable vehicle on the market for
the tasks we wish to carry out,
which are survey, inspection and
construction work.”

The Sub-Atlantic
Commanche

50

27

The
hybrid
ROV/crawler
reaches the ship’s
hull by swimming in the sea
like a conventional ROV.

Sub-Atlantic has already supplied six systems this year,
with another 14 due for
delivery to customers
worldwide by the end
of 2007.

Stage 2 of the installation process – scheduled
for autumn of 2008 – will see the five 6.5-tonne
nodes being deployed at strategic points along
the loop. The first live data flow is targeted for
late 2008. A similar array on the southern Juan
de Fuca tectonic plate is being planned by US
agencies, and installation by the University of
Washington should be complete by 2013.

Continued on next page
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Sub-Atlantic has received a
£1 million order for two Comanche
electric ROV systems from
Bluestream. Each system will be
fitted with five- and seven-function
Schilling manipulators, a 15KW
hydraulic power unit for intervention
tooling and a fibre-optic survey pod.
Survey sensors and up to six cameras give the controller good awareness underwater. The Bluestream
contract will also include
Sub-Atlantic’s Tether Management
System (TMS).

The first phase of NEPTUNE Canada was
completed recently after the cable laying vessel
Ile de Sein returned to Port Alberni after laying
and partially burying 800km of powered fibreoptic cable, repeaters, branching units and spur
cables on the ocean floor.

Centre, Houston, the National

Gorgon’s head basket star Gorgonocephalus caputmedusae

The Roving
Bat

Two Comanches for Bluestream

Phased Installation

Natural History Unit, USGS,

Marine Aquarium, Plymouth,

As well as carrying out this international project, Divex is also
completing design projects and
orders for the energy industry that
includes a number of 6, 12, 18 and
24-man saturation diving systems
for a range of global subsea
companies.

This ROV will soon be
delivered to Petrobras,
which will operate it on a
number of its FPSOs, located
offshore Brazil. Petrobras’
research centre (Cenpes) is
supplying the array of ultrasonic
sensors which will be used to
measure the wall thickness of the
inspected ship hull.

These nodes will eventually support more than 200
interactive sampling instruments and sensors, as well
as video cameras and a

....

ROVs
Bat Mobile
ECA HYTEC has
recently completed
the manufacture
of the Roving Bat,
its new ship hull
inspection ROV.

Led by the University of Victoria, NEPTUNE
Canada will relay data to researchers, educational institutions and the public via the Internet. Scientists will be able to investigate such
global processes as major ocean currents,
active earthquake zones, creation of new seafloor and rich environments of marine plants
and animals.

Research Service, BBC

Exploring the deep-sea is
expensive, so as part of a normal
working day, an idle deployed
ROV could use this spare time
for scientific and environmental
research.
Founding project partners,
National Oceanography Centre,
Southampton (NOC,S), BP,
Subsea 7 and Transocean, have
been joined by a host of new
partners and collaborators – both
industrial and scientific. These
vibrant new relationships allowing
studies to be carried out on
diverse deep-sea environments,
from offshore Africa, the arctic

remotely operated vehicle (ROV), as they
collect data and imagery from the ocean
surface to beneath the seafloor.
The nodes will be connected by 800km
of powered, electro-optic cable connected
to a shore station in Port Alberni, British
Columbia.

Subsea node

NEPTUNE is an acronym for NorthEast Pacific Time-series Undersea
Networked Experiments. When

Texas A&M, The Australian
Museum, Aberdeen Fisheries

complete, NEPTUNE Canada will
consist of a network of five subsea
nodes spread across the northern
Juan de Fuca tectonic plate in the
north-east Pacific.

ROV Technology

S U B S E A P RO C E S S I N G

King of the Deep
all parties that there should be a
subsea transformer to reach the
pumps 20-30kms away,” said Nyborg.
‘Our electrical engineers, however,
challenged that assumption by showing
the feasibility of transmitting the power
without a subsea transformer.

Subsea News

“Going from the 150m prototype on
CNR Lyell to the 1700m machine
on BP King in only two years is an
achievement, considering it took a good
10 years for the subsea tree industry
to take the same leap,” said Nyborg.
“However, it is precisely because we
as a subsea company have spent time
learning the lessons in extending the
operational depth for conventional
subsea equipment, that we were able
to apply these to subsea pumps. Aker
Kvaerner Subsea is the only company
that is involved in both subsea pumps
and subsea trees”.

Aker Kvaerner were able to call on experience and practical solutions in delivering deepwater christmas trees and apply them to
the deepwater MultiBooster pump design for BP King. The Aker
Kvaerner MultiBooster pump is designed
as a modularised unit with four key components: The motor barrel, motor cartridge, pump barrel and pump cartridge.
At the heart of the system is a positive
displacement twin screw pump cartridge.
Twin screw is the leading technology
within the multiphase pump market, with
more than 80% the total installed units
using this technology.

In transit, the assembly is towed by the leading tug
with the trailing tug at the rear keeping it under tension. Along the length of the bundle are positioning
transponders and other equipment which are interrogated by the command vessel travelling alongside
the bundle.

Production pipe
8in (219mm),
20.6mm wall
Super Duplex

previous deepest installation of multiphase pumps. They are also positioned
over 29km (15 miles) from the Marlin
tension leg platform – well over twice
the previous record distance from a host
platform of 6 miles.

Project Serpent

“A fundamental challenge to the oil
industry is to recover the maximum
amount of hydrocarbons from already
discovered deposits,” said Knut Nyborg
Vice President – Processing and
Boosting at Aker Kvaerner Subsea. “The
two pumps on King (one for two wells
and one for a single well) are expected
to enhance production by an average
of 20% and increase recovery by 7%,
as well as extend the economic life of
the field by five years. This technology
has the potential to unlock significant
resources that would otherwise remain
unrecoverable”.

Offshore

Subsea Processing

ast December, BP successfully
brought the latest phase of its
King development onstream. What
made the project notable, however,
was the successful application of Aker
Kvaerner’s subsea multiphase boosting
technology, the MultiBooster pump.
Used for the first time in deep waters,
this could now potentially herald an
increase in recovery from similar fields
around the world.

The bundle is designed to have buoyancy, this objective being achieved by encasing the bundled pipelines
and control lines inside a carrier pipe. Subsequently
ballast chains are attached to the carrier pipe at
predetermined intervals, providing additional weight
to obtain the desired submerged weight.

Distribution Unit

Pipeline Bundle
The pipeline bundle consists of a super-duplex 8in line as well as
chemical injection, hydraulic and electrical control lines surrounded by
a large diameter carrier pipe, which provides positive buoyancy for the
bundle. The pipeline position and integrity is maintained by spacers
with the centre of gravity positioned below the centre of buoyancy.
Carrier pipe
693mm,
10mm wall
Insulation
22mm

The bundle fabrication
process includes the
use of two fabrication
halls and a special rail
track extending over the
Caithness moors using small rail bogies to support
the pipelines. The Wester facility can accommodate
a total of 27km of pipeline bundles in varying lengths
– 7.8km being the maximum single length. At launch,
the bundle is hooked up to the large tugs via launch
wire and pulled seaward with hold-back applied from
a land-based winch. The A99 lifting road bridge
has to be raised to allow passage of the trailing end
towhead.

L

Lophius piscatoris (anglerfish) West of Shetland

Subsea 7 was awarded the contract
by Total for the design, fabrication and
installation of the 3km long pipeline
bundle system using the controlled
depth tow methodology (CDTM).

“To date Jura is our largest and heaviest towhead manifold and is designed

High Temperature/High Pressure
The high operating pressure and temperature from the two
subsea wells on Jura require the qualification of a number
of technologies and equipment not previously designed for
these conditions.

With bundle fabrication taking place at the Wester
site the Jura manifold and Forvie towhead were being
manufactured and assembled at Isleburn’s Nigg Yard
facilities. Towhead structures are normally transported
by sea route to Wick Harbour followed by a 7-mile
road journey to the Wester site. However, owing to
the dimensions and weight associated with the Jura
manifold, a new route which included building a special road and beach head
landing facility in Sinclairs
Bay was required. The
towheads were subsequently delivered using
the landing craft Terra
Marique, and transported
over the beach on selfpropelled trailers to be
hooked up to the 3km
bundle.

New Supporter
Riise Underwater Engineering
(RUE) will take delivery of
Kystdesign’s Supporter ROV. A
fully integrated system, with ROV
and TMS handling system and
winch, will be delivered late 2007.
Saab Seaeye’s Panther Plus electric work ROV

Workclass ROV Garages for Subsea 7

Innovative Survey System
When Maridive Offshore Projects looked for a
ROV to survey miles of different diameter
pipelines lying on the seabed in the Middle
East, they turned to Seaeye Marine (now Saab
Seaeye). They wanted a ROV to be fitted
with camera booms and a manipulator for
CP inspection, and be able to run along the
pipelines like a track.
The innovative solution found by the
Seaeye’s engineers was a curved, wheeled
skid, made to fit under a Panther Plus electric
work ROV, that could be adjusted to run on
seven standard sizes of pipe between 18 and
54ins diameter. Its maximum operating depth
is 1000m.
Simply by repositioning the wheels within
the skid’s four curved bulkheads, the ROV
can land under its own thruster power on the
chosen sized pipeline and ride along it, monitored by the operator using the two out-rigged
boom cameras fitted to the skid, together with

the vehicle’s on-board cameras. A fivefunction manipulator is available for CP
inspection as needed.
This brings the number of Panther Plus ROVs
delivered so far, to 23. Another nine Panthers
are scheduled for delivery later in the year,
bringing the total deliveries of this best-selling
electric work ROV set to pass the 30 mark by
November.
The boom in oil activity and a big increase
in survey operations, see Saab Seaeye
continue to grow with a burgeoning order
book of 23 major systems for delivery over
the next 12 months, together with its portable Falcon ROV selling at a steady rate of
two a month.
Egypt based Maridive Offshore Projects are
part of the Maridive Group. Founded in 1978,
it is a leader in marine and offshore services’
with a fleet of 32 vessels.

Telecomms JV
Global Marine Systems and Huawei
Technologies are establishing a joint
venture to address the submarine
telecommunications market. Huawei
Technologies is involved in telecommunications network solutions
while Global Marine is a subsea cable
installation and maintenance company.
They intend to establish a joint venture
(JV) to deliver end-to-end submarine
network solutions to deliver highly

advanced global communication
capabilities.
Industry analysts forecast a huge year in
2007 with at least 20 new supply contracts
expected to be awarded totaling nearly
100 000 route-kms - largely driven by two
transpacific cable projects and a number
of medium-sized (2000-10 000km) systems.
These projections reflect a sustainable,
stable growth market driven by the steady
development of the internet industry.
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SMD Hydrovision (SMDH) has
completed a further contract for Subsea
7 division i-Tech, for several Garage
TMS (Tether Management Systems)
suitable for handling the Centurion QX
Work Class ROV.
The garage uses the same fleeting
drum and tether friendly technology as
SMDH’s Tophat TMS systems currently
used by a number of offshore
contractors. The garage systems are
constructed using high-strength steel
and aluminium alloy to balance weight,
with good accessibility and payload
carrying capability.

version is suitable for handling
lightweight and general purpose work
class ROV systems, such as the
Quasar, Quasar Compact and
Centurion QX sized ROVs. The
extended version is designed for
larger general purpose and
construction class ROV systems,
such as the Quantum and Hercules
size vehicles.

The first Extended version is currently undergoing final testing at a
flooded dock test facility close to
SMDH’s premises and will be delivered to Subsea 7’s construction division in the near future. The first garage
system was designed and manuThe design offers extensive free space
within the structure to cater for large tool factured in 16
spreads and water gycol tanks etc. This weeks.
is beneficial when working in deep water
by allowing the TMS to support the
ROV for prolonged periods of time
without the need to resurface. The
height of the ROV bay can be
quickly adjusted to cater for varying tool skids. In addition, the
whole assembly can be easily
dismantled for transportation on
a standard lorry trailer.
The TMS is controlled using
SMDH’s distributed vehicle
control system (DVECS).
This is used on all TMS, ROV
systems and trenchers that
SMDH manufacture. Two
different types of garage
systems – Compact and
Extended – are now
available. The Compact
SMD’s ROV
in its garage
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Acergy has long been successful in
building and operating its own fleet
of ROV systems. When the
company restructured several years
ago, however, it decided to revert to
its core business of engineering and
construction. It therefore looked to
establish a relationship with a company to fabricate ROV systems on
its behalf. After carefully examining
the market technologies, Acergy saw
a close link between Schilling’s UHD
deepwater ROV and the type of
vehicle it could successfully operate
in the harsh and challenging environments that characterise the complex
deepwater fields of the future.
Approximately 18 months ago,
engineers from Acergy and Schilling
Robotics assembled to exchange
ideas; a process that would lead to
a customised version of the UHD.
Schilling brought to the process a
decade of intensive R&D focused
on producing a simplified, modular, high-technology ROV. Acergy
provided many years of experience
in both manufacturing and operating
ROVs.
This operational expertise was a crucial ingredient. “Most suppliers are
experienced in the design, development and manufacture of systems,
but lack the operational experience
required to ensure industry requirements are satisfied,” said Nigel
Wilmott, Acergy’s Project Manager
– Asset Development.
The close collaboration between
the two companies resulted in the
Acergy Core Vehicle (ACV), a highly
configurable system underpinned
by forward-looking technology and
sophisticated control processes.
According to Garry Everett, Schilling
Robotics’ ACV Program Manager,
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“The ACV isn’t really a redesign of
the UHD. Instead, it’s a UHD with
a customised layout that makes it
very flexible. We also used Acergy’s
operations expertise to maximise the
ROV’s operational efficiency.”
The layout features an open-frame
design that optimises component
placement, cable interconnects and
hydraulic routing. The goal was to
make the Acergy’s new core vehicle
task independent, so that the same
platform could be used for tasks,
from construction to survey, with
a layout and a control system that
could easily contract and expand as
required.
The design minimised the need to
use a skid under the vehicle to carry
additional tooling – a big benefit
since a skid generally changes the
dynamics of a vehicle and makes it

harder to control accurately.
The open-frame layout facilitates ease
of access for maintenance, repair and
configuration activities. This access is
further enhanced, by mounting
equipment and instruments on rails
that slide in and out.

DTS
The real key to easy configuration
is Schilling’s novel digital telemetry
system (DTS). This system accommodates serial data, video and Ethernet
data, and is thus particularly useful
in applications that require extremely
flexible setup and control of cameras,
lights, instruments and tools. The system is based on gigabit Ethernet and
handles up to 4080 ports per
optical fibre.
“Our philosophy of modular design
was a major factor in Acergy’s choice

Launch and Recovery System
The launch and recovery system (LARS) is designed to transport the vehicle
from the deck to the subsea worksite. It must be able to
operate continuously in harsh weather conditions.
“One issue concerning the LARS design is the
speed of getting the assembly to the worksite. This
is particularly true in deep waters,” said a spokesman. “Winch systems now need to operate at up
to 140m/min.”

of Schilling Robotics to
supply their new ROV system,” said Jason Stanley,
Schilling Robotics’ VP for
system sales/marketing
and regional manager,
Gulf of Mexico.
“Our flexible core technology let the two companies easily configure a
vehicle that met Acergy’s
very specific intervention
needs, and we avoided
the obstacles typically
encountered in traditional
control system development.”
Another addition to the
ACV is the use of the latest
high-definition television
systems (HDTV). The
ACVs will be able to transmit high-definition video
signals to the surface via a
dedicated fibre optic link.

Autonomy
The ACV incorporates Schilling’s
industry-leading StationKeep
subsea dynamic positioning
system to provide an enhanced
level of control during
intervention operations.
Operated by a touchscreen, the
StationKeep system allows the
vehicle to automatically maintain
its position in the water, allowing
the operator to concentrate on
the intervention task. StationKeep can also automate many
subsea tasks such as moving
the ROV a fixed distance in a
particular direction.
The ACV systems also include
Schilling’s AutoTrack, an
advanced control utility that allows survey systems to control
vehicle movement
automatically
without human
intervention.

ACV systems 01 and 02
are being mobilised on
board the Polar Queen and will soon
head for construction tasks off the
coast of West Africa. ACV systems
around the world will receive
field service support and
spares support from Schilling’s
North Sea regional office in
Aberdeen and from the Houston
regional office.

In order to enable the ROV to dock safely and
minimise the risk of equipment damage, the
launch winches must have active heave compensation (AHC).

Five more ACV systems will be
delivered by the end of 2007 and
Acergy’s fleet expansion plans call
for significantly more systems over
the next five years.

The designers selected electric drive AHC winches because they are now a well-proven technology. They are considerably quieter than hydraulic
systems and are easier to maintain.

Left: The launch and recovery
system. Top: Back view of the
ACV. Right: Side veiw showing
the two Schilling manipulators

As the time to move from the surface to the seabed gets increasingly longer (as developments are
carried out in progressively greater water depths),
the ROV must not only get on station as quickly as
possible, but must carry as many tooling packages
as necessary to obviate trips to the surface support
vessel.

S U B S E A P RO C E S S I N G

S

peaking at the Offshore
Technology Conference
in Houston, Tom
Munkejord, Director of Process
Systems at FMC, explained
FMC’s interest in subsea
processing.

Even though the ACV’s open-frame design allows
the vehicle to be loaded with mission-specific equipment, some tooling modules used for construction
operations may be too large or too numerous for
placement on the ROV itself. The ACV therefore can
accommodate a neutrally buoyant skid with a total
loaded weight of up to 3500kg.

“FMC’s activities date back
to 1994, when we installed
the seabed pumps on Shell’s
Draugen field,” he said.
“Since then, the company has
installed five pumps on
Statoil’s Lufeng field (1996)
which were in continuous
operation for
five years, two
multiphase
pumps on
ExxonMobil’s

The vehicle’s frame is also equipped with a number
of structural docking points based on a guide pin and
locking system. The ACV has been designed to carry
an impressive 1000kg of tooling at the rear of the
vehicle and 250kg from each side.
System performance is further enhanced by the addition of an eighth thruster, for a total of four vertical
and four horizontal thrusters. The additional thruster
makes the ACV a very stable and more manoeuvrable operating platform.

Tordis
FMC’s greatest achievement in the subsea processing
arena, however, is probably the Tordis system (UT2, April
2007, p22). This is the first subsea installation to carry out
seabed separation without the need for energy intensive
processing on a surface platform.

Tordis
Sailaway

The ACV’s tether management system (TMS) features two thrusters and has capacity for an unprecedented 1500m of tether. When these extended-excursion TMS units are used in pipelay operations, the
touchdown monitoring and inspection can be done
by a ROV deployed from the pipelay vessel itself, saving the expense of
having a separate touchdown monitoring
vessel.

During the next 15-20 years, Tordis will recover 35 million
extra barrels of oil while separating out water and sand
from the oil wells and pumping it directly back into the
formation.
“The increase of oil and gas recovery rates may become a
major source of production,” said Tore Halvorsen, FMC’s
Senior vice president for global subsea production systems.

Topacio (2000) which were
retrofitted into the pigging
loop, as well as on Petrobras’
Jubarte II (2006) and Albacora
(2007).”

“The average recovery rate from a traditional subsea field
is around 35%, with 65% remaining in the ground. With the
new, more robust subsea systems, there is tremendous
potential for producing the zones that have oil, stopping
the zones that are producing water and raising the recovery
rate.”

In 2001, FMC installed the
control system on Petrobras’s
VASPS (Vertical Annular
Separation and Pumping
System).

The system was designed in a modular fashion to allow
the individual modules and components to be separately
retrieved. Mechanical interface tests and other testing
continued until June. One of the most important parts was the
desander module.

Deliveries are slated for
2008. The BC-10 development will be the first full-field
development based on
subsea oil and gas
separation and
subsea pumping.

“By flushing the sand into the desander module and then,
mixed with separated water. into the disposal well, we save
considerable wear and tear on the injection pump caused
by the abrasive effect of sand passing through it,” she said.
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Neptune has an extensive range

The final leak tests were performed in June, after which, it
was installed on Saipem’s S7000 crane-barge. Weighing
1250t, it is possibly the heaviest subsea lift ever performed
by the vessel. It was installed in early August.

FMC is also currently working on a number of
other projects, including liquid/gas boosting
(both ESP and seabed systems) and liquid/liquid
separation. New technology has been developed,
based on subsea separation modules as well
as in-line separation technology. FMC has also
designed a caisson based gas-liquid separation
and liquid boosting system.
The company has been working closely with
Siemens Subsea Gas Compressor and Drive.
The Eco II compressor is a simple seal-less
design, with magnetic bearings and no gearbox.
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Traditionally, to corroborate internal
pigging inspection findings, external
inspection tools deployed by divers
are used, with the depth range limited
by the transmission range of analogue
signals. The AGR Neptune data is
digitised and sends its data via the
ROV umbilical. The AGR Neptune will
accordingly reduce the need for divers
to inspect pipeline infrastructure using
external inspection tools.

“With an estimated 500kg/day of sand accumulating at the
bottom of the separator, disposal is an important function,”
said Ann Christin Gjerdseth, FMC’s manager in Kongsberg.

The scope of supply for this
phase includes 10 subsea
trees rated for 10 000psi, four
subsea manifolds, six subsea
boosting and separation
systems and related subsea
equipment.

It will also assess the respective
power and control elements required
to deploy the equipment.

There are a number of initiatives
underway in various parts of the
world to develop subsea processing
equipment to deal with the
challenges.
Staying abreast of the parallel
activities of several operators,
equipment manufacturers, and
vendors in this field is time consuming
and expensive for any one entity.

“We have organised the subsea
processing joint industry study as an
offshoot of our long distance delivery
management focus. Participants will
acquire this important information for
less expenditure of time and money,
than would be possible if they did it
alone.” said Uri Nooteboom, INTEC
Vice President of Field Development.
Fourteen participants have joined the
study to date.
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Vehicles
Panther Power

of subsea flexible flowline, umbilical,
mooring, FPSO buoy and riser systems
design engineering, procurement and
installation expertise. Diver and diverless
system design and installation expertise
includes project management for all
aspects of the subsea systems.

Saab Seaeye has launched the
Panther XT, a more powerful, deeper
swimming version of its successful
Panther Plus ROV with a much greater
tooling capability.

“The new system enables effortless
deployment by small inspection class
ROVs,” said a spokesperson. “It allows
high resolution inspection, normally
associated with significant DSV hire, to
become routine ROV inspection at some
30% of traditional cost.

It comes as world sales of the Panther
range of electric work-class ROVs
exceed 30 vehicles and extends the
operational boundaries of the existing
Panther models.

“The quality of the ROV gathered data
permits fracture mechanic analysis and
remaining life assessment to be carried
out without compromising diver safety.”

ROV operators will benefit from new
technology that has doubled thruster
power and significantly increased performance. This comes through innovative design by Saab Seaeye engineers
that has increased the thruster motor
voltage from 250V to 500V.

Four for Bourbon
Schilling Robotics will supply
Bourbon with an initial order for
four ultra-heavy duty (UHD) ROV
systems during 2008 and 2009.
The UHD’s power and technology
will add class-leading, heavy-duty
work-class capability to Bourbon’s
ROV fleet.

Intec carry out study
Last February, Intec Engineering
launched a joint industry study of
subsea processing technologies to
assess the state-of-the-art for three
key deepwater process equipment
types: subsea separators, subsea
pumps, and subsea compressors.

Subsea Pipeline Inspection
The Neptune, developed by AGR, is
a high resolution ultrasonic imaging
tool designed to examine welds and
prescribed areas of subsea pipelines
and tubular structures. The technology
is the first of its kind that can perform
both high resolution wall thickness
mapping and time of flight diffraction
weld inspection via a ROV.
Where external inspection is normally
conducted with divers in conjunction
with dive support vessels (DSVs), the
AGR Neptune will enable routine ROV
inspections, reducing costs by approximately two-thirds. AGR Neptune operates externally with small inspection
class ROV’s. The new technology is
non-diver reliant and extends operating depths for the pipe line inspection
technology up to 6000m or the maximum range of an ROV.

The system was assembled at Tønsberg in March, where
the 500t foundation base structure and some of the
modules were built. It was installed onto a barge and the
two heaviest modules—the 230t manifold and 170t separator vessel— were lifted onto it. The partly assembled station
was subsequently transported into the construction hall for
the installation of the desander, multiphase and water flow
modules and the two 2.3MW pumps.

FMC is now engaged in
subsea completion and
processing systems, following the contract awarded by
Shell last year for its BC-10
project, offshore Brazil. The
BC-10 block is located 120
km southeast of the coastal
city of Vitória, in the state
of Espírito Santo, in water
depths ranging from 1500 to
2000m.

U N D E R W A T E R

Vehicles

ROVs

According to Acergy, the overall aim of the ROV
development programme was to create an
Intervention Class system – not just another Work
Class ROV.

Underwater vehicles

Tooling and
Performance

VEHICLES

Subsea Production

ROV Design

REMOTE

ROV Design

Acergy and Schilling got together to design a bespoke ROV

Subsea Production

WWW.UT-2.COM
ROV Design

Bourbon has focused its growth
resources and expanded its strategic plan to reflect the dynamic and
growing market in offshore oil and
gas marine services through 2012.
Bourbon has chosen Schilling for
support in achieving these goals in
subsea services.
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The ROVs feature 200shp and are
rated for operation to 4000m. The
systems will all include an extendedexcursion XE tether management
system and will feature Schilling’s
remote systems engine technology
with gigabit Ethernet, highdefinition video capability and advanced auto
functions.

The Schilling UHD ROV

The result is a cut in the number of
thrusters on board from ten on the
Panther Plus to six on the Panther
XT. This has freed valuable space
within the vehicle for additional tooling
and sensors without the need for an
underslung skid – although one could
be added for specialist operations, if
needed.

Hawbolt Industries
has been selected to
supply launch and
recovery systems
for several of the
ROVs.

Greater power also means more
powerful tooling can be used and
heavier items handled, along with
faster ascent and descent to deeper
work sites.
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Fugro Trials
Operators will welcome this extra
performance from a class of electric
work ROVs that offers a significantly lower cost alternative to hydraulic
ROV systems.

Fugro has conducted the first UK openwater trial of the FCV 3000, its new
flagship ROV at the Underwater Centre
in Fort William, the UK’s leading commercial diving training centre.

Typically the Seaeye Panther
XT weighs less than a
quarter of its hydraulic
work-class ROV equivalent takes about a third
of the deck space and
needs fewer crew. It
is easier to mobilise, maintain
and repair,

The FCV was built in-house by Fugro and
is a highly capable, fifth-generation work
class ROV built to service client needs
across the world for ROV operations.

and has a ‘plug-and-go’
simplicity of operation.
Thruster innovation lies behind the
success of this class of vehicle with
Seaeye being the first to create a
reliable brushless DC thruster with a
revolutionary design that introduced
drive electronics with velocity feedback for precise and rapid control in
both directions.
Seaeye’s continued reputation for
thruster innovation is recognised
throughout the world. BEA Systems
for instance chose

ROV Technology

Its exploration investment was
rewarded by discoveries such as
Islay and Forvie. The most recent
project, the Jura gas and condensate development, was discovered
in November 2006 and launched
just four months after in March
2007. The fast-track development is
scheduled to come on stream in the
second quarter of 2008.

for a two-well site development with
capacity for future additional tie backs”
said Senior Project Manager at Subsea 7,
Michael Fish. “Within the towhead manifold
there are two retrievable modules both of
which contain a cryogenic cooling spool,
multiphase, flowmeter, SCM, choke valves,
and pressure and temperature transducers.
The Jura 1 module has a subsea HIPPS
(high integrity pipeline protection system)
which is a first for a bundle system.”

As part of the installation strategy, Subsea 7 selected
the controlled depth tow method (CDTM) pioneered
and developed by Subsea 7, where the submerged
pipeline assembly is towed to site using large tugs.

Project Serpent

I

gas will be sent via an existing pipeline
to the Total-operated Alwyn North
platform with controls supplied from
Dunbar.

Control Depth Tow Installation

JURA

Jura towhead arriving by sea

n recent years, production from
the Alwyn area fields in Block
3/15 of the Northern North Sea
has declined. This has caused
operator Total to look for other accumulations in the area that could
take advantage of the existing infrastructure and, in doing so, effectively
extend the economic life of the asset
beyond 2010 to ensure a long future
thereafter.

TIEB ACKS

Subsea Processing

SUBSEA

Subsea Tiebacks

Subsea Tiebacks

For back issues of UT2

The Underwater Centre was chosen
as the ideal site for the trial due to its
world- class support facilities, as well as
the unique location and topography of
Loch Linnhe, one of Scotland’s deepest
lochs. The sea loch provided the trials
team with realistic sea conditions as
well as multiple depths to test the
FCV 3000.
The in-house designed and built FCV
3000 offers the next generation of
performance and capability. At the heart
of the FCV 3000 is Fugro’s well-proven
control and communication system based
on single-mode fibre-optic technology.
This is complemented by the capability to
host three high-definition or 12 conventional cameras, which provide a wide
range of communications.
However, it is the implementation of the
‘hidden capability’ that will distinguish the
Fugro contribution to remote technology.
Said Jim Mann, Global ROV manager at
Fugro: “The Underwater Centre in Fort
William has been running ROV courses

Supporter
Kystdesign recently celebrated the delivery
of the 10th ROV to DeepOcean. With the
delivery of Supporter 05 and 06, Deepocean has four Installer vehicles and 6
Supporter vehicles from in operation.
Meanwhile, following the successful
delivery of a complete Supporter spread to
RUE AS (Riise Underwater Engineering),
Kystdesign as announced RUE that they
have placed an order for a second vehicle
for delivery in 2008, with options for further
2 vehicles for delivery in 2009.
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SUT
NWS Seabed Intervention:
‘Between A Rock And A Hard Place’
Report on SUT Perth Branch Evening Meeting
Wednesday, 8 April 2009
By Ben Witton, SUT Perth Branch
The technical evening was conducted at the Melbourne
Hotel on a warm autumn night in Perth. Attendance was
good with around 60 people from a wide range of engineering disciplines.
This level of attendance demonstrates the importance of
seabed intervention to many projects in the region due to
a combination of poor soil conditions, long shallow shore
approaches, big tides (and associated strong currents) and
high pipe loadings during cyclonic activity. I think it is fair to
say that nearly everybody in the room had a story about pipe
stabilisation (or failed stabilisation) to tell.
The two presenters for the evening were Hans Luijenburg
from Van Oord and Rohan Inglis from AGR. Hans Luijenburg
was supported by his colleague Pitrik van der Wal for the
technical questions. Following the usual introductions to
the evening, SUT events, courses etc (kindly conducted by
Terry Griffiths, SUT Perth vice chairman), the presentations
began.
Hans Luijenburg’s presentation was more of an overview of
seabed intervention techniques, with a focus on Van Oord’s
abilities and preferred applications. Hans illustrated these
with a wide range of examples of where and why each
technique has been used. This formed a good foundation
for those who were not too familiar with seabed intervention
techniques.

Rohan Inglis’ presentation focused on the development of
AGR’s ClayCutter X tool, which was used to great effect
on the Ormen Lange project in Norway. His presentation
described the evolution of trenching tools (along with a few
examples) and summarised why the ClayCutter X tool was
applicable in areas of locally variable soil consistency,
which are not always picked up by seabed and core
sample surveys.
This was of great interest to the audience, as such soil conditions are often found on the North West Shelf (NWS).
Both presentations were very well received, with interesting,
focused questions to the presenters that were well answered.
The presentations ran to time, which accords special mention
of Hans who managed to talk through 80 slides in 25 minutes.
Following the presentations, the evening moved to the bar
area where questions to the presenters continued and general
conversations ensued among the attendees. The presentations had overall a good balance of technical consideration
and socialising to the evening.
SUT Perth gives its thanks to the presenters, Hans Luijenburg, Pitrik van der Wal of Van Oord and Rohan Inglis of AGR
for their time and effort presenting, as well as the companies AGR, Van Oord and CTC, which kindly sponsored the
evening.

PIPELINE INSPECTION
Report on SUT Aberdeen Evening Meeting
Wednesday, 22 April 2009
by David Kaye, Vice chairman, Aberdeen branch
An evening meeting on pipeline inspection was held at the
Hilton Treetops Hotel in Aberdeen, chaired by the Aberdeen
branch vice-chairman, David Kaye, who introduced the
aims of the evening.
Inspection is a key part of the integrity management of
subsea pipelines, but incurs significant ongoing costs. Cost
savings are needed in the current climate; these can be
achieved through better inspection planning, more innovative and targeted inspection methods, and detailed analysis
of survey data. Some of these methods were described in
detail during the evening.
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The first presentation was on the inspection of pipelines
using guided ultrasonics, by Steve Banks of the Subsea
Integrity Group (SIG). Steve described how guided wave
ultrasonic waves have the unique capability of propagating
under coatings, therefore allowing the screening large sections of pipeline from a single test location.
The technology has evolved over the past five years
into an effective method to identify and locate areas of
wall loss in a pipeline. The results can be used to direct
highly focused detailed inspections. Steve described
some of the key concepts and how SIG has applied the

THE TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS OF RIGID
AND FLEXIBLE PRODUCT INSTALLATION
Report on SUT North of England Branch
Inaugural Evening Meeting
Wednesday, 22 April 2009
by Jerry Baker

method, both from subsea platforms and from internal
tethered vehicles.
The second presentation was given by Ioseba Tena of
Seebyte Ltd, who described the external in-water inspection
of pipelines using autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs).
Ioseba described how the Seebyte software, Autotracker, is
used to identify the pipeline in real time and guide the AUV
to allow pipeline inspection over long distances.
The AUV can then respond to pipeline position and state
of burial, and follow the pipeline without need for accurate positional information prior to the survey. Ioseba
described how the software has been developed and
tested on a range of AUVs. This included the more recent ‘low logistics’ AUVs, which can be deployed from a
rigid inflatable boat (RIB) or the beach, and are ideal for
shallow water surveys where access using conventional
survey platforms is difficult.
The next presentation was given by Andrew Pople
of Atkins Boreas, who discussed the optimisation of
pipeline inspection strategy. Andrew described the
inspection methods currently in use and recent studies
by Atkins Boreas to better understand the drivers behind
inspection. This ‘cause tree analysis’ method can allow
more targeted inspection activity when and where it is
required, therefore giving the potential for cost savings
with negligible increase in risk. The subject is the scope
of a joint industry project called Cause Oriented Inspection Strategy (COINS).
The last inspection presentation was given by Tony Hall
of Welaptega Marine, who described how advanced
three-dimensional modelling and photogrammetric techniques can be used to generate geometrically accurate
three-dimensional models from high-resolution digital
images. The technique provides a very powerful way
of interpreting subsea survey data without the need for
divers or other physical intervention. In fact the technique
provide to be too powerful for Tony’s laptop, forcing a
swift reboot during the presentation, but fortunately he
was able to show some striking photographs and engineering models obtained through the application of the
technique.
Finally, the meeting closed with a short techbyte slot from
Ivar Iversen of Prospect Flow Solutions. Ivar gave a short
presentation on the use of the finite element method
for pipe bundle reliability analysis. Ivar described the
principles of reliability analysis and how new directional
simulation methods can provide failure rates through a
much reduced number of simulation runs.
An interesting and very full evening ended with David
Kaye’s thanks to the presenters and the evening’s sponsors, SIG, Seebyte, Atkins Boreas and Welaptega.
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Deployment of the SIG/GUL diver installed Guided Wave
Ultrasonic Transducer (GWUT) ring for a 40in pipeline
inspection in 50m of water

This was the inaugural meeting of the newly launched North
of England Branch, and some 70 people were welcomed to
the lecture theatre in the School of Marine
Science and Technology, University of Newcastle upon
Tyne, by Dr Jerry Baker, chairman of the branch, who
chaired the meeting. Jerry then called upon Ian Gallett, chief
executive, SUT, to make a presentation about the SUT and
its goals.
The main technical content of the evening consisted of two
presentations. The first was by Jon Greenwood, engineering
skills manager, IHC Engineering Business (EB). EB designs
and fabricates equipment packages associated with the subsea installation of rigid and flexible pipelines and risers, and
umbilicals, and Jon introduced some of these packages. He
pointed out that while pipelines are long and thin, they often
have some quite bulky units, such as pipeline end manifolds
(PLEMs) etc, attached to their ends, and this impacts on
pipelay, rigid or flexible.
Jon introduced some recent carousels his company has
supplied, one of which accommodates 7000t of flexible
product. He explained that designing a rotating platform to
sit on the flexible deck of a ship moving in a seaway while
the product load changes is challenging and requires some
very sophisticated roller systems. The size of some units,
such as J-lay towers, and the magnitude of the components
they handle is impressive. Jon emphasised that safety considerations play a big part in design. He finished with some
photographs of what is thought to be the world’s biggest
pipeline plough and the very powerful vessel (bollard pull of
well over 400t) that tows it.
This led neatly to the second presentation, given by Magnus Campbell, engineering services manager, CTC Marine
Projects. CTC install and trench rigid and flexible product.
Magnus introduced some of his company’s jet trenchers,
cutter trenchers and ploughs and the vessels that pull them.
He illustrated, with the use of some animations, how a plough
is stationed on a pipeline, and how the trench is initiated (the
transition zone) and continued, explaining how the loads
on the plough vary through the process. Further animations
clearly showed how the jet and cutter trenchers work.
He then went on to discuss some of the problems faced by
trenching contractors, such as uncertainty about soil properties and topography; water depth and sea state issues;
damaged pipe product; debris; and uncertainty regarding
residual lay tension which can influence pipe behaviour as it
is lifted up into the roller box of the plough. Magnus finished
with some examples of project-specific problems, such as a
dead man anchor left on the route after a previous job, and
erosion of the spoil heaps by high cross currents.
Both presenters had their fair share of questions to answer,
and there would undoubtedly have been more if time had
not got the better of us. The evening was rounded off by a
buffet supper and a glass of wine.
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SNØHVIT LESSONS LEARNED
Report on SUT London Evening Meeting
30 April 2009
by J Sanchez Monge
Cranfield University MSc student

Diagram of the Snøhvit development
Picture: StatoilHydro/Even Edland

There are many challenges of exploiting reservoirs with solutions, such
as ultra-long tie-backs of subsea
fields. One of the main challenges is
the way in which we will control our
production system over such long
distances. Clearly, this topic attracted
the attention of the subsea community
attending the London evening meeting
chaired by Phil Hawthorn of J P Kenny,
as we all enjoyed the presentation of
Stuart Holley.
Stuart was VetcoGray’s lead software
engineer on Snøhvit project from
the execution through the installation and commissioning. During his
presentation he went into detail on the
challenges associated with the control
systems. He focused on the technical
and logistical achievements in executing the ultra-long tie-back, subsea-tobeach project.
Snøhvit is the first offshore development in the Barents Sea. The fields
that integrate the development are
Snøhvit, Askeladd and Albatross. The
subsea infrastructure stands on the
seabed in water depths of 250–340m,
and all the gas produced is sent to
land through a 144km pipeline. The
processing facilities are situated in
Melkøya Island outside Hammerfest
in northern Norway, where gas is
converted into LNG for further commercialisation.
Once the scene was set, he went into
detail on the control system. The main
umbilical length is 14km and interconnects the control room in Melkøya with
a central distribution unit (CDU), from
where all the services are distributed
to the Snøhvit and Albatross fields and
provisions are taken for a future 34km
infield umbilical to Askeladd.
Power and communication are
provided through a 3KV, three-phase
power line and fibre optics to the CDU,
where using a power and communication distribution module (PCDM),
a step-down in voltage to 660V and
distribution to the different templates
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take place using infield umbilicals. We
learnt that Snøhvit project has the record
for the longest umbilical (144km) in
operation and 220km in design.
In his presentation, Stuart also covered the implementation of the backup
intervention control system (BUICS)
designed for use in the event of main
umbilical failure or unavailability. It consists of a deck-mounted subsea control
system that incorporates satellite communication with the control room.
In case of any problem with the main
umbilical, the system can be deployed
to interconnect and supply hydraulic and
electric power, as well as control communication using the satellite links.
Main milestones and commissioning
details were introduced by Stuart in
the second part of his presentation. He
indicated that since the award of the
contract in 2002, it took five years to get
the first gas in 2007, including two years
of intensive commissioning. During commissioning, they experienced failures in

some high-voltage subsea connectors that were changed, but no further
report of failure is known.
At the end of his presentation Stuart
described the main challenges that
the project faced, which were retention of key personnel, new technologies, integration of plant and subsea
control system, realistic simulation of
ultra-long umbilical and the remote
location of the project.
The presentation ended by sharing
the lessons learned from Snøhvit,
including the importance of key
personnel, extended factory acceptance test (EFAT) experience with
commissioning team involved, close
team work with operator, flexibility of
subsea routing and the benefits of
remote access to the control system.
As expected, a number of questions
were raised by the audience just
before we all shared our thoughts
with one or two glasses of wine and
cheese.

Subsea Sensors for New and Retroﬁt Applications
In what has become almost an annual
event, a team of MSc students from
Cranfield University’s MSc in Offshore
and Ocean Technology option in
subsea engineering, presented the
findings of their group project. This
year it concerned a detailed review of
the full range of sensors and associated technologies that are available for
use within subsea infrastructure.

Going forward, more complex subsea
production systems, using separators
and rotating equipment, are being
planned. In order to achieve good reliability and availability, such systems
will require far more complex instrumentation. These technologies are
already proven for surface applications,
but will require marinisation for subsea
deployment.

Subsea production systems and
their associated instrumentation are
evolving significantly. Ten years ago,
instrumentation was often limited to
pressure and temperature sensors,
with communications provided by
‘twisted pair’ copper cables. Today, a
wider range of sensors is available,
with communications provided by
fibre-optic cables.

As part of its core technology programme, BG Group, under the guidance
of Alex Hunt, its engineering technology
manager, commissioned the student
group to review the instrumentation
available for replacement, retrofit and
new subsea applications.
Alex was chairman for the evening and,
after welcoming the audience, gave a

Report on SUT Aberdeen Evening Meeting
13 May 2009
Bill Cattanach, Head of PILOT
Secretariat, and Industry and
Technology Development, Department
of Energy and Climate Change (DECC),
chaired the evening with presentations
given by Fairfield Energy and Ithaca
Energy. He began by highlighting the
role which government plays in the oil
and gas industry and how this changes
in line with the challenges that our
industry faces. The potential reserves
which the North Sea still holds were
talked about, and it was made clear
that the government is interested in
maximising oil and gas recovery, as this
generates considerable tax revenues.
After appropriate introductions,
Stephen Sapp, subsea engineering
manager with Fairfield Energy, provided
a comprehensive presentation on
the company, its vision, its assets
and future development plans. The
founders and investors in Fairfield were
detailed and the company’s vision to
become a significant UK Continental
Shelf operator was outlined. Since
commencing operations in 2005, it has
acquired an inventory of assets, which
includes: Dunlin fields (platform and
associated Osprey and Merlin Subsea
Fields), Clipper South, Crawford,
Maureen, Skye, Staffa and North West
Hutton Southern area. Fairfield has
offices in Aberdeen (operational) and
London (corporate).

by Chris Milner, Sales Manager, Nautronix

Fairfield has appointed various
contractors – from Amec being the duty
holder for Dunlin, Osprey and Merlin,
to Aker Solutions being responsible
for platform upgrades – to deliver its
engineering solutions, of which several
planned upgrade packages were
detailed. The belief is that significant
reserves can still be exploited, although
given the age and nature of various
assets, there will be considerable
engineering challenges ahead.
Reservoir knowledge is at the heart
of project development, and strategic
decisions to tie assets together
to achieve maximum results are
continually evaluated and reviewed.
Interesting discussion followed
with members of the audience and
experiences from the original asset
owners on some of the challenges
faced when they operated the assets
were shared.
Following Stephen was John Woods,
chief developments officer with
Ithaca Energy. John duly provided an
overview of Ithaca, its current funding,
strategic partners, key assets and how
it operates them, along with its plans
for the future.
Ithaca highlighted its current asset
portfolio, which includes the takeover

of Beatrice operations (through
Wood Group), Jacky project
completion and delivery of first oil,
Bravo production reinstatement and
Carna exploration success. Whilst a
number of engineering projects lie
ahead – Athena being the project
most discussed – one of the key
constraints is receiving new funding
to allow for project execution.
A breakdown of the viability for
developments in relation to oil price
was also presented, and the idea of
seeking greater collaboration with
industry partners and contractors
is one way in which Ithaca believes
that all parties can benefit from
future project developments.
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During the question and answer
session, John further elaborated
on what it is like to work for a small
operator and gave a rundown of
the upsides that are evident when
operating in an organisation that has
a flat management structure.
The presentations were well
received, and Bill Cattanach
wrapped the evening up with
comments and observations in
relation to both speakers and
reiterated the positive light in which
new entrants are seen and the
opportunities that are still available
in the North Sea.

Report on SUT London Evening Meeting, 22 May 2009
by Dr R L Allwood, Cranfield University
quick introduction to the scope of the
project we were to hear about. During
the course of the evening, we were to
hear about the latest progress or state
of the art on some 17 sensor types or
technologies.
Carlton Shorter had the honour of
leading off and covered pressure sensors, wet gas meters and the field of
condition monitoring applied to subsea
systems.
Next to the stage was Efemena Iyede.
She very ably covered multiphase meters and the technologies that are available for hydrate detection and location.
Rogers Eleonu described the types of
temperature sensor that are available
and also had the task of addressing cor-

rosion measurement methodologies. In
addition, he also examined the types of
single-phase meters that are available
for use subsea.
James Watson was next to stand up,
and he described the methodologies
and sensors available that enable
produced sand in the flow stream to
be detected and also those for leak
detection.
Javier Sanchez described the HIPPS
that have been implemented, before going on to talk about sensor technologies
that will be pivotal to subsea separation
– fluid level monitoring and measurement of oil in water.
Jonathan Postollec covered the subject
of pig tracking and location in subsea

networks, as well as examined the
possibilities for fluid sampling and
characterisation.
Our final presenter, Nimi Abili, arguably moved away from the subsea
hardware as such and looked at the
type of sensors that are available for
use downhole. He also addressed
the possibilities that exist for ‘wireless’
communication in subsea architectures, thereby reducing the role of the
umbilical.
Not surprisingly after this overdose on
technologies, there were a number
of questions from the audience that
were handled competently by Alex
and his ‘magnificent seven’. Discussion followed over wine and cheese in
the lobby for some time afterwards.
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SUT Aberdeen Evening Meeting
10 June 2009

Subsea Monitoring and Data Acquisition
Report on SUT Perth Branch Evening Meeting
10 June 2009
Terry Griffiths, JP Kenny
Around 80 people from a wide range
of engineering disciplines attended the
Perth branch’s most recent technical
evening meeting, held at the
Melbourne Hotel.
The evening began with a brief overview of the SUT/WA Museum jointly
proposed subsea technology exhibit.
It is planned for the exhibit to initially
be located in the Fremantle Maritime
Museum before going on national
tour, with the objectives being to raise
awareness in the community of just
how important subsea technology is to
a range of industries covering a broad
array of professional disciplines, and to
inspire younger people to continue with
technical subjects in education and
work towards a career in subsea. All
SUT members were appealed to support this initiative with financial support
or equipment loans.
The scene was set for the evening
with a summary of the breadth of possible field architectures which might
benefit from subsea monitoring and
data acquisition – from flexible risers,
steel catenary riser (SCRs), laterally
buckling pipelines prone to fatigue or
walking, subsea pipelines crossing the
continental scarp or prone to on-bottom instability.
Jon Machin from Schlumberger
Subsea Surveillance took up the theme
by covering in detail, the range of cutting-edge fibre-optic-based technologies that have been developed in recent times, including both systems with
operational track records and some
which are imminently anticipated to go
commercial. He covered a range of
applications where distributed sensing
systems could transform an operator’s
asset management capability through
providing real-time condition monitoring over pipeline and flowline systems
up to 100km in length.
Picking up the challenge, Shreenaath
Natarajan from 2H Offshore highlighted
that for some sensing systems, such
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as subsea strain monitors deployed
on SCRs, a reasonable track record
now existed. He also covered new
acoustic systems capable of detecting
the breakage of flexible riser armour
wires. He described the difficulties
associated with cabled systems and
risks of damage during installation
or operation, versus state-of-the-art
modern systems which also have the
option of using long-life battery power,
ultra-low power instruments and
either local data logging or acoustic
transmission in near-real time.
Craig Schluter from Fugro then
presented the OPTIMA system, which
has been jointly developed by MCS
and Fugro and designed to be used
either in real time or as a ‘what-if’
modelling tool deployed on drilling
rigs. Consisting of subsea risermounted acoustic doppler current
profilers (ADCPs) coupled to a realtime riser response modelling tool,
the system provides drill rig operators with greatly improved ability to
consider the acceptability of prevailing
metocean conditions for ongoing drilling or equipment installation operations, with some very direct and cost
effective outcomes in saved days of
drilling time!
Following the presentations, the
evening moved to the bar area where
questions to the presenters continued
and general conversations ensued
among the attendees, with some of
us engaged in animated discussions
until closing time! .
SUT Perth gives it’s thanks to the
presenters, Jon Machin from Schlumberger in Singapore, Shreenaath
Natarajan from 2H Offshore in KL and
Craig Schluter from Fugro for their
time and effort presenting, particularly
acknowledging Jon and Shreenath for
travelling down to present. We were
also very grateful to their companies
Schlumberger, 2H Offshore and
Fugro, which kindly sponsored the
evening.

Given the European elections earlier in the week
had resulted in one of the lower voter turnouts
in history and, worse, it was raining heavily, our
hopes weren’t high for a full attendance for the
Subsea Processing seminar. So we were pleasantly surprised that enough people arrived at the
Aberdeen Hilton Treetops Hotel for extra chairs
to be needed from adjoining suites.
In all, 60 people listened to three speakers making compelling arguments for subsea processing having finally come of age. The audience
responded with lively questions to keep our
speakers on their toes as well.
Subsea processing includes the technologies
of metering, separation, pumping, compression
and, throughout all of these steps, the need for
instrumentation and power. Our first speaker,
Tony Laing of Framo Engineering addressed the
fundamental question of what is meant by the
term ‘subsea processing’, arguing that it was
not merely topsides equipment marinised for
deployment under water. Though the equipment
is expensive, he presented graphs showing how
the incremental production increase, or late fieldlife improvement of recoverability, could justify
its selection in the first place. Tony also gave
examples of a series of completed projects to
back up his assertion.
Graham Barker of Tracerco followed, with an explanation of the instrumentation deployed on the
Tordis separators. His talk explained the difficulties with accurate level measurement and phase
dispersion within a multiphase vessel, using the
limitation of capacitance probes and gamma-ray
profiling as examples. Viscous fluids, foaming
and presence of solids all contributed to errors in
level measurement that it had taken some years
of testing to overcome.
The final speaker was Tom-Erik Dahl from Aker
Solutions, who went into detail on the sterilisation of seawater in preparation for raw-water
injection on the Tyrihans project before moving
onto power consumption issues and the Ormen
Lange subsea compression pilot project currently
underway. One of his photographs showed a bus
superimposed against the equipment showing
leading to comments from the floor that the size
of the installation was comparable with Shell’s
Underwater Manifold Centre.
What emerged from the discussions was that
subsea processing had such potential to affect
the commercial viability of a project that it was
essential to consider it at the earliest stages
of conceptual design. Another feature of all
three speakers was the emphasis on testing of
prototype installations before modified versions
eventually went under water.

